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ABSTRACT

CO hydrogenation and CO oxidation are two important processes addressing the
energy and environmental issues of great interest. Both processes are carried out using
metallic catalysts. The objective of this dissertation is to study the catalytic processes that
govern these two reactions from a molecular perspective using quantum mechanical
calculations. Density Functional Theory (DFT) has proven to be a valuable tool to study
adsorption, dissociation, chain growth, reaction pathways etc., on well-defined surfaces.
DFT was used to study the CO reduction reactions on promoted cobalt catalyst surfaces
and CO oxidation mechanisms on cobalt surfaces.
CO hydrogenation via Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis (FTS) is a process used to
produce liquid fuels from synthesis gas. The economics of the Fischer-Tropsch process
strongly depends on the performance of the catalyst used. The desired properties of a
catalyst include selectivity towards middle distillate products such as diesel and jet fuel,
higher activity and longer catalyst life. Catalysts are often modified by adding promoters
to obtain these desirable properties. Promoters can influence the reaction pathways,
reducibility, dispersion, activity and selectivity. In FTS, understanding the effect of
promoters in the molecular scale would help in tailoring catalysts with higher activity and
desired selectivity. Preventing deactivation of catalyst is important in FTS to increase the
catalyst life. Deactivation of Co catalyst can occur by reoxidation, C deposition,
x

sintering, formation of cobalt-support compounds etc. Designing catalyst with resistance
to deactivation by the use of promoters is explored in this dissertation. The influence of
promoters on the initiation pathways of CO hydrogenation is also explored as a first step
towards determining the selectivity of promoted catalyst.
The influence of Pt promoter on O removal from the surface of Co catalyst
showed that Pt promoter reduced the activation barrier for the removal of O on both flat
and stepped Co surfaces. An approximate kinetic model was developed and a volcano
plot was established. The turn-over frequency (TOF) calculated based on the activation
barriers showed that Pt promoted Co surface had a higher rate than unpromoted Co
surface. The effect of Pt and Ru promoters on various pathways of C deposition on Co
catalyst was studied to gain a mechanistic understanding. The promoters did not affect
the subsurface C formation but they increased the barriers for C-C and C-C-C formation
and also decreased the barriers for C-H formation. The promoters also influence the
stabilities of C compounds on the Co surface suggesting that Pt and Ru promoters would
decrease C deposition on Co catalysts. The effect of Pt promoter on unassisted and Hassisted CO activation pathways on Co catalyst was studied. Pt promoted Co surface
followed H-assisted CO activation. Pt promoter decreased the activation barriers for CO
activation pathways on Co catalyst thereby increasing the activity of Co catalyst.
CO oxidation is a process used to prevent poisoning of fuel cell catalysts and
reduce pollution of the atmosphere through exhaust gases containing CO. Expensive
catalysts like Pt are widely used for CO oxidation which significantly increases the cost
of the process and hence it is necessary to search for alternative lower cost catalysts.
Understanding the mechanism of a reaction is the first step towards designing better and
xi

efficient catalyst. DFT is helpful in determining the basic mechanism and intermediates
of reactions.
The mechanism of CO oxidation on CoO catalyst was explored. Four possible
mechanisms for CO oxidation on CoO catalyst were studied to determine the most likely
mechanism. The mechanism was found to be a two-step process with activation barrier
for formation of CO2 larger than the barrier for formation of the intermediate species.

xii

CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation
1.1.1. CO Hydrogenation
The increased use of fossil fuels caused by population growth and
industrialization has led to growing concern over greenhouse gas emissions and global
warming effects. Biomass can be converted to liquid fuels by gasification to produce a
mixture of CO and H2 (syngas) followed by Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis (FTS). The
process for converting syngas to liquids was developed by Franz Fischer and Hans
Tropsch in the 1920s. It converts a mixture of CO and H2 into long chain hydrocarbons
suitable for liquid transportation fuels. The first four production plants were
commissioned in Germany in 1936 with a production capacity of 200 000 tons per year.
However, the discovery of oil reserves in 1950s declined the interest in FTS process. The
energy crisis in 1970’s and the limited oil reserves renewed the interest in FTS. The
various reactions producing different products are given below:
Paraffins: (2n+1) H2 + n CO  CnH2n+2 + n H2O

(1.1)

Olefins: 2n H2 + n CO  CnH2n + n H2O

(1.2)

Alcohols: 2n H2 + n CO  CnH2n+1 OH

(1.3)

1

In addition, side reactions like WGS and Boudouard reactions could also occur.
WGS reaction: CO + H2O  CO2 + H2

(1.4)

Boudouard reaction: 2CO  C + CO2

(1.5)

FTS process is operated at temperatures ranging from 150-300 °C. Higher
temperature leads to higher conversion and favors methane formation and higher
pressures leads to higher conversion and favors the formation of long chained alkanes.
Metal catalysts such as cobalt, iron and ruthenium have been found to be most suitable
for CO hydrogenation.1 Fe and Co are the catalysts of choice in industrial applications
based on activity and cost. Cobalt-based catalysts exhibit high activity, high yields of
long-chain paraffins, and low activity for the competing water gas shift reaction
compared to Fe catalysts.
Activity is inﬂuenced by surface-ligand effect (modification of electronic
structure on the surface caused by promoters) and lattice strain effect (modification
caused by introduction of promoter atoms to the lattice).2-5 Though the structure
sensitivity of Co surfaces has been investigated,6-7 the structure sensitivity of the
promotional effect has not been accounted. Two types of promotional effects are
observed, namely structural promotion and textural promotion.8 Structural promoters
increase the amount of active sites in promoted catalysts and textural promoters change
the intrinsic properties of surface sites mainly by modifying electronic properties of the
surface.

2

Heterogeneous catalysis involves adsorption of the reactants to the catalytic
surface, reaction and desorption from the surface. The catalyst should bind the adsorbates
strong enough that the reactants stick to the catalyst surface yet weak enough to form the
products. Catalysts help by changing the kinetics of the reaction, thereby allowing the
reaction to take place at milder conditions compared to the reaction in the absence of a
catalyst. Thus, binding energy plays an important role in catalysis. Addition of promoters
change the binding energy of the reactants and hence adding the right promoter can yield
a catalyst with higher activity.
1.1.2. CO Oxidation
CO oxidation is a process to reduce the emission of toxic CO gas from automobile
exhaust and also to prevent poisoning of fuel cell catalysts.9-13 CO oxidation is often used
as a probe reaction to study catalysis.14-15 CO oxidation reaction involves CO adsorption,
O2 adsorption/dissociation, reaction between CO and O2 (or dissociated O) and
desorption of CO2.

16-18

Commonly used catalysts for this reaction are noble metals like

Pt, Ru, Rh, Pd, etc. Recent studies indicate these catalysts oxidize under O2 rich
atmosphere.19-20 These oxidized catalyst had lower barriers for CO oxidation compared to
their unoxidized form thereby increasing the catalyst activity which was attributed to the
surface geometric effect.21 The fundamental step in catalysis is to understand the reaction
mechanism at the molecular level.
1.2. Objectives
The aim of this research is to explore CO oxidation and reduction mechanisms on
Co based catalysts using Density Functional Theory (DFT) based modeling tools. Due to
3

the complex nature of the reaction mechanisms in heterogeneous systems, experimental
studies alone are not sufficient to understand reaction mechanisms. Quantum chemical
calculations can be used to yield crucial insights into the nature of active sites and
individual reaction steps during the reaction. DFT studies have been successfully used to
identify and screen catalysts for various applications.22-26 There is a good agreement
between theoretical results and experiments.22, 24-26
The specific objectives of this doctoral research are the following:
i.

Investigate the role of Pt promoter on the oxygen removal from cobalt
surfaces during FTS reaction. It has been experimentally suggested that Pt
assists in the removal of O through water formation.

27-28

The main objective

here is to determine if Pt present as a promoter lowers the activation barrier
for the removal of O from Co surface.
ii.

Study the effect of Ru and Pt promoters on the deactivation of Co catalyst
during FTS reactions. Catalyst life is shortened due to deactivation caused by
carbidization. Certain promoters modify the properties of catalyst making
them less prone to C deposition. The goal is to check if Ru and Pt as
promoters aid in preventing the deactivation of CO catalyst due to
carbidization.

iii.

Study the influence of Pt promoter on CO activation pathways of Co catalysts
during FTS. The aim is to determine if Pt promoters lower the activation
barriers for CO activation thereby increasing the catalyst activity as suggested
by previous experimental studies.

4

iv.

Study the CO oxidation reaction mechanism on CoO catalysts. The goal is to
explain observed experimental data from in-situ surface reaction studies of
Mankidy29 that CO oxidation on CoO catalyst is a 2-step process.
The reaction pathways and activation energies were calculated using Climbing

Image Nudged Elastic Band (CI-NEB) as implemented in VASP (Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation package) 30-32 code. A reaction pathway with the lowest activation energy was
calculated. A kinetic model was established to determine the activity or the reaction
mechanism will be established. The schematic representation of the approach used is
given in Figure 1.1.
1.3. Significance of the Work
1.3.1. CO Hydrogenation
Desired catalyst properties for FTS include better catalyst life, higher activity and
better selectivity. Deactivation of catalysts can occur by reoxidation, C deposition,
sintering, formation of support-catalyst compounds and poisons. Deactivation can render
the catalyst inactive by blocking the active sites. Introduction of promoters to the catalyst
surface can alter the catalyst surface to resist deactivation thereby increasing the catalyst
life. Promoters can also influence the activity and selectivity of catalyst by changing the
activation barriers or/and reaction pathways. DFT can be used to study various pathways
for deactivation of catalyst which would be rather difficult and time consuming using
experiments. This dissertation discusses in detail the influence of Pt or/and Ru promoters
on deactivation (reoxidation, C deposition) and activity (CO activation pathways) on Co
catalyst. The effect of promoter on activation barriers of each reaction that can contribute
5

to O removal, C deposition and CO activation was explored to assess if adding a
particular promoter would decrease the deactivation and increase the activity of catalyst.
Modifying a catalyst to have decreased deactivation rate and increased activity would be
the first step towards the design of better catalyst.
1.3.2. CO Oxidation
Alternatives for the expensive Pt catalyst are being explored to reduce the cost of
catalyst used for CO oxidation. CoO catalyst were explored to determine the reaction
mechanism and activation barrier for CO oxidation. It is difficult to determine the
reaction mechanism and intermediates using experiments due to the complexity of the
reaction, efficiency of equipment used and time consumption. DFT can identify the
intermediates in a reaction and elucidate the reaction mechanism. The activation barriers
can then be used to assess the feasibility of catalyst for CO oxidation.
1.4. Outline of the Dissertation
This proposal is organized as follows:


Chapter 2 describes the methods and techniques used in our DFT studies
including a brief overview of DFT.



Chapter 3 discusses the effect of Pt promoter for the reduction of Co catalyst
using DFT.



Chapter 4 describes the effect of Pt and Ru promoter on deactivation due to C
deposition on Co catalyst using DFT.



Chapter 5 discusses the effect of Pt promoter on CO activation pathways of
Co catalyst using DFT.
6



Chapter 6 discusses the mechanism behind CO oxidation reaction on CoO
catalyst using DFT.



Chapter 7 summarizes the research and describes the future work.

7

Choose a pathway/reaction

Initial structures for
reactants and products

Ground state structures

CI-NEB

Is this the last
pathway/reaction?

No

Yes
Find pathway/reaction with
lowest activation energy

Establish a kinetic model/Determine
the mechanism
Find rate equation
and TOF

Figure 1.1. Schematic to represent the approach used
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CHAPTER 2:
METHODS

In this chapter, the basics of DFT are first discussed. Then the software used for
these calculations and other methods used such as CI-NEB and Bader analysis are
explained.
2.1. Density Functional Theory
DFT is used to investigate the electronic structure of many-body systems. The
Hamiltonian for system of electrons and nuclei is,

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

(2.1)

where the first term is the kinetic energy of the electrons, second term is the potential
energy arising from electron-nuclei coulombic attraction, third term is the potential
energy from nuclei-nuclei coulombic repulsions, fourth term is the kinetic energy of the
nuclei and the last term is the potential energy from electron-electron coulombic
repulsions.
Hohenberg and Kohn33 in 1964 proved that the properties of the ground state can
be determined from the ground state electron density but did not provide a guidance to
compute the ground state density. Kohn and Sham34 in 1965 provided a way to calculate

9

the ground state density by solving a set of equations involving a single electron. The
difficult many-body terms are incorporated into an exchange-correlation function which
is approximated using local density approximation (LDA)35 and various generalized
gradient approximations (GGA).36 LDA uses the exchange-correlation potential of an
electron gas with the electron density at that point. But LDA does not solve the exact
Schrodinger equation as the exchange-correlation function is not truly represented by this
approximation. GGA uses both the local electron density as well as the gradient of
electron density to represent the functional. Perdew-Wang functional (PW91)36 and
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE)37 are the commonly used functionals under
GGA.
2.1.1. Thomas-Fermi-Dirac Approximation
A semiclassical model was introduced by Thomas38 and Fermi39 in 1927 based on
electron density. This model was based on an approximate functional for kinetic energy
of a homogeneous gas with density equal to that of density at a point. The exchange and
correlation energy was neglected in this formulation. The approximation for exchange
energy was included by Dirac.40
The energy functional is given by

[ ]

∫

* +

∫
∫

∫

* +

(2.2)
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where the first term is the kinetic energy approximation, second term is the external
potential, third is the local exchange and the last term is the Hartree energy. This model
uses crude approximations and hence does not provide a good description of electrons.
The ground state energy and density can then be found by the minimization of the
functional with the following constraint on the number of electrons
∫

.

(2.3)

2.1.2. Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
This formulation applies to any system under the influence of an external potential
including any system of electrons and fixed nuclei. The Hamiltonian is given by

∑

∑

∑

(2.4)

There are two theorems established by Hohenberg and Kohn33. They are,
i.

Ground state density of a particle
potential

uniquely defines the external

under the influence of which the particle is present. Hence,

the Hamiltonian and the many-body wavefunction for all the states are
determined. All the properties of a particle can then be found from the
knowledge of ground state density
ii.

.

Given an external potential, the density n

which minimizes the energy of

the functional is the exact ground state density

and the energy

corresponding to that ground state energy is the ground state energy.
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The ground state energy and the ground state properties can be determined from
this theorem but the properties or energy of excited states cannot be found.
2.1.3. Self-Consistent Kohn-Sham Equation
Kohn-Sham34 equation was formulated to replace the many-body system with a
system that can be solved easily. The Kohn-Sham ansatz assumes the ground state
density of the original interacting system to be equal to that of some non-interacting
system which can be exactly solved. All the difficult many-body terms are included in the
exchange and correlation functional of the density and thus the accuracy of the ground
state energy and density of the original system depends on the exchange and correlation
approximations.
This ansatz is based on two assumptions, namely:
i.

The ground state density of the auxiliary system of non-interacting particles
represents the exact ground state density.

ii.

The auxiliary Hamiltonian is assumed to have a kinetic energy and an
effective potential

acting on an electron of spin σ at point r and thus is

spin dependent however, the external potential ̂

is spin independent.

The ground state energy functional according to Kohn-Sham approach is given
by,
[ ]

[ ]

∫
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[ ]

(2.5)

where T is the kinetic energy,

is the external potential due to the nuclei and any

other external fields (assumed to be independent of spin),
is the interaction between the nuclei and

is the Hartree energy,

is the exchange correlation energy.

2.1.4. Exchange and Correlations Functionals Approximations
The exchange and correlation can be assumed to be a local or nearly local
functional of the density and is expressed as
[ ]
where

[ ]

[ ]

∫

(2.6)

is the energy per electron at point that depends only upon the density

n(r, σ) in some neighborhood point of r. In LDA, the exchange energy of the
homogeneous gas is given by a simple analytic form,

(

)

(2.7)

and the correlation energy is calculated using Monte Carlo methods.41-42 This
approximation is the most accurate for solids close to a homogeneous gas and inaccurate
for inhomogeneous systems. Improved functionals like GGA were then developed which
were accurate for many systems and has improved agreement with experiments. GGA
functional is given by,
[
∫
∫

(

|
(
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||

|

)

|

||

|

)

(2.8)

where,

is dimensionless and

is the exchange energy of the unpolarized gas.

Widely used forms of GGA are Becke (B88),43 Perdew and Wang (PW91)36 and Perdew,
Burke and Enzerhof (PBE).37 Correlation is treated using the Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP)44
functional derived for He atom and extended to atoms with more electrons.
2.1.5. Pseudopotentials and Projector Augmented Wave Method
The chemical bonding and other physical characteristics of the materials are not
influenced by the core electrons but are dominated by the valence electrons.
Pseudopotentials replace the coulombic potential of the nucleus and the effects of tightly
bound core electrons by an effective ionic potential acting on the valence electrons.45-46
This reduces the computational cost as the number of plane waves in a calculation is
reduced. Pseudopotentials with low cutoff energy are soft and those requiring higher
cutoff energy are hard. Further ultrasoft pseudopotentials (US-PP)47 were developed
which required even lower cutoff energies. US-PP is expressed as a sum of a smooth part
and rapidly varying function localized around each ion core.
Projector augmented wave (PAW)48 method was introduced to overcome the
disadvantage of empirical parameters to be specified for US-PP. PAW potentials
represent the entire set of all-electron core functions along with smooth parts of valence
functions. However, the matrix elements involving the core functions are treated using
muffin-tin spheres in addition to maintaining the ease of calculation of pseudopotentials.
PAW method gives reliable results for materials with strong magnetic moments or large
differences in electronegativity.
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2.2. Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
Vienna Ab Initio Simulation package (VASP)30-32 is a software tool used to
perform ab-initio quantum mechanical molecular dynamics at finite temperature. It uses
plane wave basis set and ultrasoft pseudopotentials (US-PP)47 or projector-augmented
wave (PAW)48 method to describe the interaction between ions and electrons. The code
was developed in the group led by Jürgen Hafner by Georg Kresse and Jürgen
Furthmüller. It is a DFT based tool developed to solve a system with periodic boundary
conditions. The ions can be moved to find the instantaneous ground state of the system
and the ground state energy. The minimization algorithm used in VASP involves an outer
loop to evaluate the charge density and an inner loop to evaluate the wavefunctions. An
initial charge density is used to calculate the Hamiltonian and the wavefunction is
optimized. The optimized wavefunction is used to calculate the new charge density and it
is mixed with the old charge density and the iteration is repeated. The energies obtained
must be converged with respect to the cutoff energy and k-point sampling for accurate
results.
2.3. Climbing Image Nudged Elastic Band
CI-NEB method developed by Jonsson and co-workers49-51 is implemented in
VASP. This is a method to find the transition state and the reaction pathway from stable
initial and final states. A string of images connected by spring forces are relaxed to
minimize the energy of the images and the pathway is converged to a minimum energy
path (MEP). The initial sets of images are found by interpolation between the initial and
final states. Different optimization algorithms like velocity Verlet, quick-min, steepest
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descent etc., can be used to move the string of images. However, the highest energy
image is not affected by the spring forces but it is moved such that the energy is
maximum along the bands and minimum in all other directions. The difference between
the energy of the highest image in the MEP and the energy of the initial state gives the
activation barrier for the reaction. Normal mode frequencies can be calculated for the
transition state and only a single imaginary frequency would be present for a true
transition state.
2.4. Bader Analysis
Bader analysis52-54 is used to identify the charges associated with individual atoms
in molecules. The charge distribution is based on zero flux surfaces where the charge
density perpendicular to the surface is a minimum. The charge density is a minimum
between the atoms and is used to divide the atoms into Bader volumes. A grid based
method is used to divide the atomic surfaces and hence the charges have to be optimized
with the grid size to ascertain the actual charges associated with the atomic surface. This
analysis is independent of the basis set used and can be used with calculations based on
plane wave basis as well as atomic basis. A steepest ascent path is followed from a grid
point and the path ends at a point of maximum charge density. This path analysis is
repeated from each unassigned grid point and all the grid points ending in the same
maxima belong to the same Bader volume. The charges over the grid points in a Bader
volume are then summed up to get the total charge within that volume. This analysis can
be used to determine the charge transfer that occurs within a molecule by comparing the
original charge distribution and the charge distribution for the molecule.
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CHAPTER 31:
EFFECT OF PLATINUM PROMOTERS ON THE REMOVAL OF O FROM
THE SURFACE OF COBALT CATALYSTS: A DFT STUDY

This chapter summarizes the study on the role of platinum promoter in the
removal of oxygen from the cobalt surface. Cobalt is one of the commonly used catalysts
in Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis (FTS). Small amounts of Pt are often added to cobalt to
prevent deactivation and improve activity during FTS.55 Removal of oxygen from the
cobalt surface is one of the final steps in FTS mechanism. We investigate the role of the
surface platinum promoter in the removal of oxygen from the cobalt surface using density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. The activation barriers and transition states on both
flat and stepped Co(0001) surfaces for the removal of oxygen from the cobalt surface
with and without the presence of platinum were calculated using the Climbing Image
Nudged Elastic Band (CI-NEB) method.49-51

These results have been previously published (Nianthrini Balakrishnan, Babu Joseph,
Venkat R. Bhethanabotla, Effect of platinum promoters on the removal of O from the
surface of cobalt catalysts: A DFT study, Surf. Sci., 606, 2012, 634-643) and are utilized
with permission of the publisher. Refer to Appendix B-1 for copyright information to use
published manuscript. Nianthrini Balakrishnan: Performed the calculations and wrote the
manuscript. Babu Joseph: Directed the research and edited the manuscript. Venkat R.
Bhethanabotla: Directed the research and edited the manuscript.
1
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3.1. Introduction
FTS is a process for converting syngas into long chain hydrocarbons. It provides a
promising solution for meeting the increasing demand of such fuels from natural gas and
biomass sources. Metal catalysts such as cobalt, iron and ruthenium have been found to
be most suitable for FTS.1 Fe and Co are the catalysts of choice in industrial applications
based on activity and cost. Cobalt-based catalysts exhibit high activity, high yields of
long-chain paraffins and lower activity for the competing water gas shift reaction
compared to Fe catalysts.
The removal of O is important in 3 stages of FTS: (1) reduction of cobalt oxide
precursor formed during the preparation of catalyst, (2) removal of O formed during the
dissociation of CO which can reoxidize cobalt to cobalt oxide and (3) removal of O
formed by the reoxidation of cobalt by water. CO adsorption and dissociation is
recognized as one of the first steps in FTS reaction mechanism. Two pathways for CO
dissociation have been proposed in the literature, namely, unassisted CO dissociation and
H-assisted CO dissociation. 56 Unassisted CO dissociation involves the dissociation of the
adsorbed CO into C and O while H-assisted dissociation starts with the addition of H to
the adsorbed CO molecule as shown in Table 3.1.
Ojeda et al.56 found that H-assisted dissociation is the most favorable mechanism
on Co catalysts. However C deposition and subsequent graphene formation occur on the
cobalt catalyst during the FTS57 and hence O deposition can also occur. O from CO
dissociation can deactivate the catalyst by blocking the active sites. DFT studies by Huo
et al.58 showed that 1/4 ML O pre-covered Co(0001) surface raises the CO dissociation
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barrier, favors the formation of CO2, as well as raises the energy barrier of the CH/CH
coupling thereby decreasing the FTS activity. Thus, it is important to examine the role of
promoters in the removal of O.
Catalysts can be deactivated by oxidation, carbidization, formation of catalystsupport compounds and poisons. There are discrepancies in the reports of deactivation of
Co catalyst during FTS. Most of the studies indicate that oxidation of Co catalyst as an
important deactivation mechanism.59-62 Schanke et al.59 in their study on cobalt catalysts
observed significant deactivation when water was added to the feed and bulk cobalt
reoxidation in the absence of H2. The extent of reoxidation reduced in the presence of H2
and surface oxidation or oxidation of highly dispersed cobalt phases was concluded to be
responsible for the observed deactivation. Van Berge et al.60 observed the oxidation of
reduced cobalt catalysts under realistic FTS conditions and also found the oxidation to be
dependent on the PH2/PH2O ratio. Van Steen et al.62 found that spherical cobalt crystallites
were oxidized under FTS synthesis conditions. Saib et al.63 concluded that oxidation is
not a deactivation mechanism during FTS for supported Co catalysts with crystallite size
in excess of 2 nm. In another experimental work,64 they concluded that the oxidation of
spherical Co/SiO2 model catalysts with water is difficult and is size-dependent.
Promoters are often added to FTS catalysts to enhance activity, selectivity and
catalyst life. The commonly used promoters in FTS are transition metals (Zr, Mn, Re, Ru,
Rh, Ir, Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au) and alkali metals (e.g. Li, K, Na, Cs). Promoters can
increase reducibility, dispersion of catalyst thereby improving the activity and/or
selectivity.3-4, 65-67 They can also prevent the deactivation of catalysts caused by oxidation
68-70

or carbidization.71-73 Noble metal promoters modify the structure of cobalt catalysts
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which affects cobalt reducibility, dispersion, formation of barely reducible cobalt support
mixed compounds and decomposition of cobalt precursors.74 Some of these promoters
increase the dispersion of catalyst, which increases the activity of the catalyst.75-76
Addition of metal oxides (B, La, K, and Zr),77 CaO78 and metals like Cu, Ag, Au 79 were
found to decrease the reducibility of the catalyst, by increasing the metal active site
densities, thereby affecting the CO conversion levels. Das et al.27 observed that Pt
promotion increased the reducibility of cobalt but did not alter the dispersion. This was
attributed to the catalyzing effect of Pt which increases the fraction of cobalt that was
reduced to the metal. Jacobs et al.28 observed that the addition of platinum metal to
cobalt/alumina-based FTS catalysts increased the extent of cobalt reduction by a factor of
two.
One view of Pt promotion is that the reducibility of Co oxides is enhanced by the
formation of the Co-Pt bimetallic bonds. It is speculated that Pt provides electrons to Co,
thus, enhancing the H2 activation ability of Co.80 Another view is that hydrogen
dissociates on a Pt site and spills over to reduce cobalt. This would increase the
dispersion and the average cobalt particle diameter would become smaller than in the unpromoted catalyst if it is assumed that the major fraction of the cobalt that is reduced in
the un-promoted catalyst exists as CoO particles.27, 81 Spillover effects are not considered
in the current study.
In this work, the effect of Pt promoter on the removal of O was studied using
surface alloy models where the promoter metal was dispersed on the top surface of the
catalyst. We considered the removal of O from an oxygen covered cobalt surface and
compared that to oxygen removal from a Co surface with some Pt atoms present on the
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surface. The activation barriers for the reaction, O + 2H  OH + H and OH + H  H2O
on promoted and un-promoted Co(0001) surface were calculated on both flat and stepped
surfaces.
Pt atoms were found to segregate to the first two layers when cobalt atoms were
deposited on Pt(111) surface under inert atmosphere.82 Pt-Co alloy surface prepared at
425°C contained about 85% of Pt in the first layer and LEED experiments on the Pt-Co
surface annealed at 470°C exhibited a structure with most of the Pt occupying the first ten
layers under inert atmosphere.83-84 Pt has a tendency to occupy the near-surface or surface
sites but a complete segregation to a core – shell structure is not observed.85 So, surface
alloy models were used in this study.
3.2. Computational Details and Methodology
In this work, VASP (Vienna Ab Initio Simulation package) code30-32 was used
with Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA)86 functional for the exchange and correlation functional. The electron-ion
interaction was modeled by the projector-augmented wave (PAW)48 method. The planewave cutoff energy was set to 500 eV and spin polarized calculations were included to
account for the ferromagnetic nature of Co. The convergence criterion for structure
optimization was set to an energy tolerance of about 0.01 eV/ Å. The lattice constant of
bulk cobalt was found to be 2.528 Å and c/a ratio was found to be 1.622 in agreement
with the experimental values (a= 2.503 Å and c/a= 1.62).87 The magnetic moment of bulk
cobalt was found to be 1.59 µB which is also in agreement with the experimental value
(1.58 µB).88
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Flat and stepped Co(0001) surface were simulated using a slab supercell approach
with periodic boundary conditions. Calculations were carried out on a 2x2 supercell of
Co(0001) slab for the flat surface with about 4 layers of atoms consisting of about 16
atoms and 4x2 surface of Co(0001) for the stepped surface with about 4 layers of atoms
consisting of about 28 atoms. For the reactions occurring on the step edge and lower
terrace, the stepped surface was modeled by removing two of the four rows of cobalt
atoms on the top layer. Among the 4 layers of metal atoms, the bottom two layers were
frozen and top 2 metal layers and the adsorbates were allowed to relax. The energy
difference between 5 layers of atoms and 4 layers of atoms on stepped surface were
found to be less than 0.02 eV (Appendix C-1) and hence 4 layers of atoms were studied.
Pt atoms replaced Co atoms on the surface for the planar model and for the
stepped surface, Co atoms on the edges were replaced by Pt atoms. One of the atoms on
the slab surface was replaced by platinum making it Co3Pt(0001) surface as shown
(Figure 3.1). Surface Monkhorst89 Pack meshes of 5x5x1 and 5x2x1 k-point sampling in
the surface Brillouin zone were used for flat and stepped surfaces respectively. The
vacuum region between the slabs was set to about 10 Å to reduce interactions. We used a
one-sided slab approach in our calculations.
On the flat surface, 0.25 ML oxygen pre-covered surface of Co(0001) was
considered as it is thermodynamically more stable than any other coverage.58 High
hydrogen coverage of 0.5 ML which would be present under real FTS conditions was
considered. On the stepped surface, 0.25 ML oxygen pre-covered upper terrace and 0.5
ML hydrogen-covered lower terrace was used. Only the reactions occurring on the step
edges were considered for the stepped surfaces.
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The binding energies of O, H, OH, OH + H, H2O were determined using the
formula, Eb= Etot -Eslab - EA, where Etot is the total energy of the slab with adsorbate A,
Eslab is the energy of the clean metal surface and EA is the energy of isolated adsorbate A.
Having determined the initial and final states, different pathways for the reactions, O +
2H  OH + H and OH + H  H2O were determined using the CI-NEB method
developed by Jonsson and co-workers49-51 and the minimum energy path (MEP) was
identified. Normal mode harmonic frequencies were calculated to confirm the transition
states. The activation barriers for the removal of O on the Co3Pt slab were compared to
the clean Co slab.
3.3. Results
Removal of O on the close packed Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001) surfaces were
examined and the activation barriers for the reactions were calculated. O is removed from
the Co catalyst surface in two steps,
O + H ↔ OH

(3.1)

OH + H ↔ H2O

(3.2)

0.25 ML oxygen pre-covered surface was considered at the most favorable site for
O adsorption (hcp site). On the pre-covered surface, 0.5 ML dissociated hydrogen was
adsorbed. Due to the repulsions from the pre-covered oxygen, dissociated hydrogen
atoms tend to occupy sites which would lower their repulsion. These repulsions change
the most favorable site for H adsorption from fcc to hcp on the flat surface. A number of
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pathways were examined for each step in the reaction and the pathway with the least
activation energy was found.
3.3.1. Removal of O on Flat Co(0001)
Binding energies of co-adsorbed species O-H-H, OH-H and H2O were calculated
and the most stable sites were identified. The most favorable adsorption state for O-H-H
configuration (O-hcp H-hcp H-hcp) was considered as the initial state for the reaction
pathway. For the first reaction step, different OH adsorption sites such as top, bridge, hcp
and fcc were considered and the most favorable was found to be fcc hollow site. For the
second reaction step, H2O adsorption sites such as top, hcp and fcc were considered and
the most favorable site was found to be a top site. However, the pathway with the lowest
barrier was not for the OH adsorption site with the strongest adsorption energy. For the
first step, the pathway with the lowest barrier was with OH on bridge site and for the
second step was with H2O on a top site. In the transition state (Figure 3.2(c) and 3.3(c)), the
O atom is on the hcp hollow site and the H atom is activated to the bridge site with a O-H
distance of about 1.330 Å in the first step of the reaction and OH is on top site and H is
slightly displaced from the hcp site with O-H distances of about 0.98 Å and 1.465 Å in
the second step of the reaction.
3.3.2. Removal of O on Flat Co3Pt(0001)
The most favorable adsorption state for O-H-H configuration (O-hcp H-hcp Hhcp) was similar to that found on the Co(0001) surface and considered as the initial state
for the reaction pathway. Different OH and H2O adsorption sites were considered as
before and the most favorable site for OH was hcp hollow site and was top site for H2O.
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The favorable adsorption site was changed from fcc on Co(0001) to hcp on the promoted
surface. The pathway with the lowest barrier for the first step was with OH on hcp site
which is the OH adsorption site with the strongest adsorption energy and for the second
step was with H2O on a top site. In the transition state (Figure 3.2(f) and 3.3(f)), the O atom
is on the hcp hollow site and the H atom is activated to the bridge site with a O-H
distance of about 1.390 Å in the first step which is similar to that on the un-promoted
surface and OH is on top site and H is activated to the bridge site with O-H distances of
about 0.98 Å and 1.549 Å in the second step. Thus, the O-H distance in the transition
state are longer in the promoted surfaces and is attributed to the change in electronic
structure of the surface.
3.3.3. Removal of O on Stepped Co(0001)
Similar to the flat surface, the most favorable adsorption state for O-H-H
configuration on the stepped surface was O-hcp H-hcp H-hcp and considered as the
initial state for the reaction pathway. For the first reaction step, the pathway with the
lowest activation barrier was the one with OH on the edge bridge site and was the most
favorable adsorption site. For the second reaction step, H2O adsorption on a top site
inclined at an angle towards the step was found to be the most favorable similar to that on
the flat surface. The pathway with the lowest barrier was for H2O adsorbed on top site. In
the transition state (Figure 3.4(c) and 3.5(c)), the O atom is activated to an edge bridge site
and the H atom is slightly displaced from the hcp site in the terrace below with a O-H
distance of about 1.465 Å in the first step of the reaction and OH is on top site and H is
on a top site in the terrace below with O-H distances of about 0.98 Å and 1.447 Å in the
second step of the reaction.
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3.3.4. Removal of O on Stepped Co3Pt(0001)
The most favorable adsorption state for O-H-H configuration, similar to that on
the stepped Co(0001) surface was O-hcp H-hcp H-hcp and considered as the initial state
for the reaction pathway. For the first reaction step, the pathway with the lowest
activation barrier was the one with OH on the edge bridge site and was the most
favorable adsorption site. For the second reaction step, H2O adsorption on a top site
inclined at an angle towards the step was found to be the most favorable similar to that on
the flat surface. The pathway with the lowest barrier was for H2O adsorbed on top site. In
the transition state (Figure 3.4(f) and 3.5(f)), the O atom is activated to an edge bridge site
and the H atom is slightly displaced from the hcp site in the terrace below with a O-H
distance of about 1.478 Å in the first step of the reaction and OH is on top site and H is
on a bridge site in the terrace below with O-H distances of about 0.98 Å and 1.487 Å in
the second step of the reaction which is different from that found on the stepped
Co(0001) surface.
3.4. Discussion
3.4.1. Comparison of Barriers on Flat and Stepped Surfaces
The barrier for the first step in the removal of O on the flat Co(0001) surface is
about 0.992 eV whereas it is reduced to 0.664 eV on the promoted surface. The barriers
for the reverse reaction in the first reaction step are 0.858 eV and 0.864 eV on the unpromoted and promoted surfaces. The barrier for the second step on the flat Co(0001)
surface is about 1.136 eV and is reduced to 0.792 eV on the promoted surface. For the
reverse reaction, the barrier is about 0.880 eV on both promoted and un-promoted
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surface. This shows that when water is present in the reaction conditions, it will oxidize
both the promoted and un-promoted surface to the same extent, however the surface
oxygen formed can be easily removed on the Pt promoted surface than on an unpromoted
surface and the water would desorb as the desorption energy of water is less than 0.26 eV
on both the promoted and unpromoted surfaces. The reduced barriers on the promoted
surface is due to the presence of platinum promoter which changes the electronic
structure of the surface resulting in different transition states for the two surfaces.
For the stepped surface, the barrier for the first step in the removal of O is about
0.806 eV on the un-promoted surface and is reduced to just 0.194 eV on the promoted
surface. For the reverse reaction, the barriers are about 0.922 eV and 0.610 eV on the unpromoted and promoted surfaces respectively making the reoxidation of the surface by
H2O easier on the promoted surface. This is different from that found on the flat surface
where both the promoted and un-promoted surfaces showed the same barriers for
reoxidation. This is in agreement with the fact that the catalyst for forward reaction is
also a good catalyst for the reverse reaction. The easy reoxidation of Pt-promoted surface
by water was also found experimentally by Viljoen and Steen.90 They found that platinum
did not enhance the rate of oxidation in the range of degrees of reduction between 10 and
50% but the oxidation of the last 10% of metallic cobalt was faster in the promoted
catalyst. For the second step on the stepped surface, the barriers on the un-promoted and
promoted surfaces are 1.772 eV and 1.378 eV which are larger than those found on the
flat surface. The reverse reaction has barriers of 1.051 eV and 0.756 eV on the unpromoted and promoted surfaces, respectively. This result is similar to the first reaction
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step where the promoted surface can be oxidized easily and the desorption energy of
water is less than 0.5 eV on both the promoted and unpromoted surfaces.
These results suggest that the reaction barrier for the first reaction step in the
removal of O is reduced on the stepped surface but the barrier for the second reaction step
is increased on both the promoted and un-promoted stepped surfaces making the second
reaction step difficult than that on the flat surface. This is in agreement with the results of
Gong et al.91 who reported the removal of O by H2 to be facile on the flat surface than on
the stepped surfaces. They found that the reaction O+HOH, is not feasible on flat
Co(0001) due to high barrier, however, it is feasible on steps where the barrier is reduced
and the barrier for the reaction OH+HH2O, is higher on steps than that on the flat
surface.
3.4.2. Charge Transfer between Pt and Co
To verify the hypothesis that electron transfer occurs between Pt and Co, Bader
analysis52-53,

92

on the charge density grid was done to determine the charge transfer

between the atoms. It was found that about 0.728 electrons were transferred from Co to
Pt as expected. This has also been experimentally observed on Co-Pt bimetallic catalyst
where electron transfer from Co to Pt were observed for a similar crystal configuration.93
This is in agreement with the fact that charge will flow from the metal with a higher
Fermi level to the lower or from the metal with a lower to a higher electronegativity.94
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3.4.3. Electronic Structure and Charge Redistribution
Alloying of metal surface changes its electronic properties by lattice strain effect
and ligand effect. The average lattice constant of Co surface after relaxation is 2.51 Å and
that of Pt promoted surface is 2.55 Å. Lattice strain is about 1.6% on the promoted
surface. There is no change in the lattice structure compared to a surface or subsurface
alloy where layers of alloying metal is used. The ligand effect is the change in the
electronic properties of the surface due to the presence of the other metal. The electronic
properties affect the adsorption energy and catalytic activity of the adsorbates. Hammer
and Norskov95 introduced a reactivity measure which is influenced by 3 factors namely:
(1) position of bonding and anti-bonding states relative to the d-bands, (2) coupling
matrix and (3) filling of anti-bonding states given by the position of Fermi level. The
position of d-bands is a parameter which determines the shift of bonding and antibonding states, coupling matrix and degree of filling and is used to describe the
reactivity. If the d-bands are shifted up, the anti-bonding states are shifted above the
Fermi level and becomes empty leading to stronger interaction and if the d-bands are
shifted down, the anti-bonding states are shifted below the Fermi level and becomes filled
leading to weaker interaction.
The total d-band center (Appendix C-2) was found for the configurations [O, H,
H] and [OH, H]. The d-band center is shifted by about 0.26 eV and 0.12 eV, respectively
on the flat surfaces and 0.06 eV and 0.04 eV, respectively on the stepped surfaces, for the
species considered (Figure 3.6 and 3.7). The d-band center for the surface atoms involved
in bonding with the absorbates (Appendix C-3) were shifted by 0.58 eV and 0.44 eV on
the flat surface and 0.12 eV and 0.14 eV on the stepped surfaces respectively. The shift in
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the d-band center towards lower energy for the promoted surface is in agreement with the
weak adsorption energy of the adsorbates on the promoted surface compared to unpromoted Co surface as shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. Pt promoter when added to Co
shifts the d-band to lower energies due to the d-band broadening caused by the
hybridization of 3d states of Co with the 5d states of Pt. This broadening of d-band is
compensated by the downshift of d-band center leading to weaker adsorption. Thus the dband is narrowed due to both the lattice strain and the presence of Pt 5d orbitals. Similar
downshift of the d-band center was found for a Pt surface alloyed with excess of Co and
was attributed to lattice mismatch and electronic interaction between Co and Pt atoms.96
As it can be seen in Table 3.6, the charge on the O atom and the net charge on the
OH atom are higher on the unpromoted surface compared to the Pt promoted surface.
This reduced charge on the O and OH atoms of the promoted surface lower the barrier for
the formation of OH and H2O respectively. This is in agreement with the work by Wilke
et al.97 where a reduced charge transfer to O adatom favored lower barrier heights.
Similar to the results from d-band center, the difference in charge transfer on the stepped
surface is not substantial. On the stepped surface, the lower activation barrier of transition
states in the Pt promoted surface is due to the lower binding energy of electron-deficit Co
in the promoted surface which makes the OH bond formation easier. On the flat surface,
the electron deficiency in combination with geometric effects (direct contact of the
transition state with Pt) influences the binding energy as the Pt atoms increases the
distance between the surface and the adsorbate. This weak adsorption energy leads to
weak interaction between the reactants and the surface and to a lower barrier for the
formation of products. However, the shift in d-band center on the stepped surface is
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smaller than that on the flat surface. The small shifts in the d-band center on the stepped
surfaces could be due to the small amount of Pt in the supercell as compared to the
supercell used for flat surfaces. Small increase in DOS (Density of states) giving rise to a
few percent increase in the adsorption energy were reported in few studies.98-100 Thus,
even small shifts in the d-band center could show a large effect on the reaction barriers.
3.4.4. Micro-Kinetic Model
To investigate the influence of the catalyst on the reaction rate, we developed a
micro- kinetic model for the reactions shown in Scheme 3.1. following the approximate
procedure outlined by Bligaard et al.1 and Cheng et al.101 The rate equations were derived
as a function of net enthalpy change (∆HR). An equilibrium coverage of O (Θo = ¼ ML)
was considered since O was assumed to be pre-adsorbed on the catalyst surface prior to
H2 adsorption. Bronsted- Evans – Polanyi (BEP) relation for H2O dissociation on stepped
surface was used (EPdis = 0.27 ∆HP + 0.52). Enthalpy change for formation of water at T
= 500 K (∆H = -2.5 eV), entropies (SH2 = 145.7 J/Kmol, SH2O =206.5 J/Kmol) and
pressures (PH2 = 1 bar and PH2O = 0.01 bar) were used in the calculations. The energy
profiles are shown in Figure 3.8.
Two rate equations were derived, one considering desorption as the rate
determining step and adsorption of H2 in quasi-equilibrium and the other with adsorption
of H2 as the rate determining step and desorption in quasi-equilibrium. The highest
activation barrier in the multistep water formation i.e. OH*(ads) + H*(ads)H2O*(ads)
is considered as the activation barrier for the desorption step. An equilibrium coverage of
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O was considered and was assumed to be a constant (ΘO = ¼) for derivation purposes. A
detailed description of the derivation of the rate equations is given in Appendix C-5.
The rate with desorption as rate determining step is,

(

)

(3.3)
(

)
√

The rate with adsorption as rate determining step is,

(

)

(3.4)
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√
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where

k1 =

k2 =

K1 =

K2 =

Keq =

is the rate constant for adsorption

is the rate constant for desorption

is the standard equilibrium constant for adsorption

is the standard equilibrium constant for desorption

is the overall standard equilibrium constant
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KB is Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, h is Planck’s constant, R is gas constant,
and

are the entropies of hydrogen and water in their gaseous phase respectively.

Substituting the rate constants we have the final rate equations,
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A volcano curve was obtained by plotting the TOF against the heat of reaction of
the reactant and the corresponding TOF for the promoted and un-promoted catalyst are
shown (Figure 3.9). The volcano curve shows that the promoted Co surface has a higher
activity for the removal of O compared to un-promoted surface and that there may be
other promoters which can enhance this rate further.
3.5. Conclusions
The activation energy for the removal of O on flat and stepped Co3Pt(0001)
surface is reduced compared to that on the Co(0001) surface. The pathway with the
lowest barrier on the flat surface changes from OH bridge on Co(0001) to OH hcp hollow
site on Co3Pt(0001), whereas for the stepped surfaces the pathway with the lowest barrier
are similar on both the stepped surfaces except for the transition state in the second step
of O removal. Thus, the removal of O is easier on the Pt promoted surface which forms
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H2O easily which could be beneficial for FTS. This lowering of the activation barrier is
due to the change in the electronic structure of the cobalt surface induced by the Pt
promoter. The change in the electronic structure also changes the most favorable sites on
the promoted surface. An approximate micro-kinetic model of the reaction kinetics
suggests an increase in the turn-over frequency for the reduction reaction when Pt is
present.

Figure 3.1. Models showing the flat and stepped Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001) surface.
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(a)
Initial state

Transition state

Final state

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.2. (a) Activation
barrier for the reaction
(f) O + 2H  OH + H on
(e)
(g)flat Co(0001)
surface (blue) and Co3Pt(0001) surface (red) and (b)-(g) top and side views for various
Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001) surface (Grey – H atoms, Red – O atoms).
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Initial state

(a)
Transition state

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Final state

(d)

(g)

Figure 3.3. (a) Activation barrier for the reaction OH + H  H2O on flat Co(0001) surface (blue)
and Co3Pt(0001) surface (red) and (b)-(g) top and side views for various Co(0001) and
Co3Pt(0001) surface (Grey – H atoms, Red – O atoms).
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Initial state

(a)
Transition state

Final state

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 3.4. (a) Activation barrier for the reaction O + 2H  OH + H on stepped
Co(0001) surface (blue) and Co3Pt(0001) surface (red and (b)-(g) top and side views for
various Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001) surface (Grey – H atoms, Red – O atoms).
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Initial state

(a)
Transition state

Final state

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 3.5. (a) Activation barrier for the reaction OH + H  H2O on stepped Co(0001)
surface (blue) and Co3Pt(0001) surface (red) and (b)-(g) top and side views for various
Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001) surface (Grey – H atoms, Red – O atoms).
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Figure 3.6. The d-band center for O hcp H hcp Hhcp (left) and OH brid/hcp Hhcp (right)
on flat Co(0001) (Blue curve) and Co3Pt(0001) (Red curve). (0 eV corresponds to the
Fermi level).

Figure 3.7. The d-band center for O hcp H hcp Hhcp (left) and OH edge brid Hhcp (right)
on stepped Co(0001) (Blue curve) and Co3Pt(0001) (Red curve). (0 eV corresponds to the
Fermi level).
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Figure 3.8. Energy profiles showing the approximate and actual scheme for the removal
of O as H2O. ∆H, ∆HR and ∆HP are the enthalpy changes for the overall reaction,
adsorption and desorption processes. E1 and E-1 are the barriers for the adsorption and its
reverse reaction and E2 and E-2 are the barriers for desorption and its reverse reaction
respectively. TS1 and TS2 are the transition states for the adsorption and desorption
processes respectively.
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Figure 3.9. Plot of logTOF Vs. ∆HR. Blue curve corresponds to desorption as rate
determining step, red curve corresponds to adsorption as rate-determining step and green
curve corresponds to combined rate.

Table 3.1. Pathways for unassisted and H-assisted CO dissociation.
Unassisted CO dissociation
CO*  C* + O*
C* + H*  CH*
O* + H*  OH*
OH* + H*  H2O*

H-assisted CO dissociation
CO* + H*  HCO*
HCO* + H*  HCOH*
HCOH*  CH* + OH*
OH* + H*  H2O*
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Table 3.2. Initial and final states and barriers for forward and backward reactions in the
two steps of removal of O on the flat surface. Ebf is the barrier for the forward reaction
and Ebb is the barrier for the backward reaction.
Co(0001)

Co3Pt(0001)

O + 2H OH + H

Co(0001)

Co3Pt(0001)

OH + H  H2O

Initial

O hcp H hcp H
hcp

O hcp H hcp H
hcp

OH bridge H hcp

OH hcp H hcp

Final

OH bridge H hcp

OH hcp H hcp

H2O top

H2O top

Ebf

0.992 eV

0.664 eV

1.136 eV

0.792 eV

Ebb

0.858 eV

0.864 eV

0.880 eV

0.880 eV

Table 3.3. Initial and final states and barriers for forward and backward reactions in the
two steps of removal of O on the stepped surface. Ebf is the barrier for the forward
reaction and Ebb is the barrier for the backward reaction.
Co(0001)

Initial
Final

Co3Pt(0001)

O + 2H OH + H
O hcp H hcp H
O hcp H hcp H
hcp
hcp
OH edge brid H
OH edge brid H
hcp
hcp

Co(0001)

Co3Pt(0001)

OH + H  H2O
OH edge brid
OH edge brid
Hhcp
Hhcp
H2O top

H2O top

Ebf

0.806 eV

0.194 eV

1.772 eV

1.378 eV

Ebb

0.922 eV

0.610 eV

1.051 eV

0.756 eV

Table 3.4. Adsorption energies (Appendix C-4) of various species on flat Co(0001) and
Co3Pt(0001) surface.
H (fcc) (eV)

O (hcp) (eV)

OH (hcp) (eV)

CO (hcp) (eV)

Co(0001)

2.852

5.421

3.446

1.719

Co3Pt(0001)

2.704

5.050

3.129

1.462
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Table 3.5. Adsorption energies of various species on stepped Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001)
surface.
H (near-edge
hcp) (eV)

O (near-edge
hcp) (eV)

OH (edgebridge) (eV)

CO (stepcorner) (eV)

Co(0001)

2.792

5.612

3.958

1.943

Co3Pt(0001)

2.686 (stepcorner)

5.249

3.816

1.856

Table 3.6. Charge transfer for the species on flat and stepped Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001)
surface.
Flat
Flat
Stepped
Stepped
Species
Co(0001)
Co3Pt(0001)
Co(0001)
Co3Pt(0001)
O

-0.836

-0.814

-0.910

-0.900

OH

-0.526

-0.438

-0.528

-0.521

Scheme 3.1. Kinetic model for the removal of O from the catalyst surface. *stands for
free surface site.
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CHAPTER 4:
EFFECT OF PLATINUM AND RUTHENIUM PROMOTERS ON
DEACTIVATION OF COBALT CATALYSTS BY C DEPOSITION DURING
FISCHER-TROPSCH SYNTHESIS: A DFT STUDY

In this chapter the effect of Pt and Ru promoters on the deactivation of Co catalyst
by carbon deposition during CO hydrogenation is investigated using Density Functional
Theory (DFT). The barriers for diffusion of C on the catalyst surface were calculated on
the promoted and unpromoted surfaces. The barriers for subsurface C diffusion were also
calculated on both the surface to determine the ease of formation of carbidic compounds.
Then the barriers for C-C/C-H and C-C-C/C-C-H formation were calculated to determine
the effect of promoters on C chain growth. In addition, the stabilities of various C
compounds that could be formed on Co surface during FTS were also calculated to
determine the influence of promoters on stabilities of C compounds. These results give
insights into effects of Pt and Ru promoters on deactivation processes that could occur on
Co catalysts during FTS reactions.
4.1. Introduction
Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis (FTS) is used to convert a mixture of CO and H2
(syngas) to liquid hydrocarbon fuels. This process has become industrially significant as
it provides a route for producing renewable liquid hydrocarbon fuels from biomass. It
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also provides a route to produce liquid fuels from more plentiful natural gas sources.
Cobalt catalysts used in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis deactivates over time for a variety of
reasons. These include pore blocking due to wax deposition,102 poisoning by sulphur,
chlorine and nitrogen containing compounds (irreversible blocking of active sites),103
oxidation of cobalt active sites (to form CoO),104 formation of surface carbon species,105
carbidization,105 surface reconstruction106 and sintering of cobalt crystallites.107 Addition
of other transition metals such as Pt and Ru has been suggested as a way to mitigate
deactivation processes.105, 108 In this work, we focus on the effect of adding Pt and Ru
promoters on deactivation processes occurring through C deposition.
Prior studies have shown that FTS mechanism could follow H assisted CO
dissociation or unassisted CO dissociation. H assisted CO dissociation was shown to be
favored on Co catalysts where CH or CH2 and O would be formed.56, 109-110 However C
deposition and subsequent graphene formation occur on the cobalt catalyst during the
FTS57,

63, 111-114

possibly by the Boudouard reaction (2CO ↔ CO2 + C), or by

dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons. Ideally we want the C deposited on the surface to form
hydrocarbons and desorb. At low C coverages, Co surface can be transformed to cobalt
carbide by atomic C.111 At high coverages, various C species such as cyclic carbon
chains, graphene or coke can be formed on the surface.112 Moodley et al.113 showed that
the polymeric carbon on the metal is a cause for longer term catalyst deactivation. Tan et
al.114 detected carbidic and polyaromatic carbon species on Co catalyst and also observed
a reduction of CO conversion by 30% after 200 h.
C deposition on catalysts can be reduced by tuning the surface sites, catalyst
properties or operating conditions. It has been suggested that selective poisoning of steps
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would prevent C deposition.115-116 Additives like potassium, sulfur, and gold are known
to block the step sites which are highly active towards the nucleation of graphite.117
However, CHx species can diffuse from the step sites to the flat surface and undergo
dehydrogenation increasing the C deposition on flat surfaces.118 Also, C-C bond
formation on Co flat surfaces takes place more easily than on stepped surfaces.118 Recent
studies on Co flat surfaces indicate that larger carbon clusters and graphene are stable
under FTS conditions and hence selective poisoning will not inhibit C deposition.119 This
study focuses on the coupling barriers and the various C compounds that could be formed
on promoted and unpromoted flat cobalt surfaces.
Promoters can influence the catalyst by changing the activation barriers for the
desired and undesired reaction steps during CO hydrogenation. Promoters have been
shown to improve activity and/or selectivity,3-4, 65-66, 120 and prevent oxidation,69-70, 121-122
carbidization71,

108, 123

and formation of cobalt support compounds.74 In our previous

work,121 we found that Pt aids in the removal of O from the Co surface thus hindering
oxidation of Co surface. Promoters like Sn, K, S, B, Au, Pt, Rh etc. have been suggested
as a way to retard the deactivation of catalysts caused by C deposition.105, 108, 117, 124-126
However, experimental and theoretical studies on the effect of promoters on carbon
deposition and growth on Co catalysts are limited. B promoter reduce C deposition on Co
catalyst by preferentially blocking the adsorption sites of C.125 Ru and Pt promoted Co
catalysts have higher resistance towards carbon deposition than unpromoted Co catalyst
thereby enhancing catalyst stability.105 Park et al.108 observed that Pt promoted Co
catalyst had higher catalytic stability than Ru promoted Co catalyst where large amounts
of polymeric carbons were deposited on the surface. In this study, we explore the effect
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of promoters on C deposition and growth on flat Co surfaces using Density Functional
Theory (DFT). The objective is to understand the stability of C on the surface, compare
barriers for C-C coupling and understand the differences from an electronic structure
perspective.
Pt85 and Ru127 promoters in Co have the tendency to segregate to the surface
layers. EXAFS measurement of Pt-Co bimetallic catalyst indicated no observable Pt-Pt
bonds but showed Pt-Co bonds suggesting high dispersion of Pt.93, 128 Similar studies on
Ru-Co bimetallic catalyst showed finite miscibility between Co and Ru at low Ru
concentrations with most of the Ru near the outer crystalline surface.129 Hence surface
alloy models were used in this study.
We explore the various pathways in which C can react to form various
compounds on the surface to gain a mechanistic understanding. The activation barriers
for C-H/C-C and C-C-C/C-C-H coupling were calculated to determine if the promoters
inhibit or enhance the coupling reactions thereby preventing or facilitating the
deactivation of the catalyst surface by the formation of various C compounds. The
thermodynamic stability of various carbon species like monomers, dimers, trimers,
tetramers (linear, branch), ring structures, infinite structures and graphene was
investigated using the formation energy per carbon atom of such species.
4.2. Computational Details
VASP (Vienna Ab Initio Simulation package) code30-32 was used with Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)86 for the
exchange and correlation functional. The electron-ion interaction was modeled by the
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projector-augmented wave (PAW)48 method. The plane-wave cutoff energy was set to
500 eV and spin polarized calculations were included to account for the ferromagnetic
nature of Co. The convergence criterions for structure optimization and transition state
search were set to an energy tolerance of 0.01 eV/ Å and 0.05 eV/ Å respectively. The
settings and the accuracy of the calculations were tested earlier.121
Flat Co (0001) surface was simulated using a slab supercell approach with
periodic boundary conditions. For all the calculations, slabs with 4 layers of atoms were
considered. Among the 4 layers of metal atoms, the bottom two layers were frozen and
top 2 metal layers and the adsorbates were allowed to relax. The carbon clusters were
named according to the number of carbon atoms, the site of adsorption and the type of
carbon clusters. The name of the carbon cluster was followed by X, Y or Z if the
adsorption site was associated with a promoter atom. Monomers were named according
to the site of adsorption hcp, fcc, top. Dimers and trimers of carbon were named after the
first letter of the site of adsorption as hf (hcp-fcc), bb (bridge-bridge), hfh (hcp-fcc-hcp)
and fhf (fcc-hcp-fcc). Compounds with more than 3 C atoms were named with the type of
cluster followed by the number of carbon atoms (linear-4C, branch-4C, ring-5C, ring-6C,
etc.). Infinite clusters were named with the type of infinite cluster (Inf-chain, Inf-branch)
along with number of C atoms in the ring if any (Inf-ring-5C, Inf-ring-6C). Infinite
clusters with complete ring structures were named with the number of rings in the finite
direction and the type of site at the center of the ring (Inf-1-ring-bri, Inf-2-ring-bri, etc.).
Surface Monkhorst89 Pack meshes were used for sampling the K-points in the surface
Brillouin zone. The supercells used for the various C compounds and the corresponding
K-points are given in Appendix D (Table D-1).
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For all the supercells, 1 Co atom on the surface was replaced by either Pt or Ru
for the promoted surfaces. The vacuum region between the slabs was set to about 15 Å to
reduce interactions. We used a one-sided slab approach in our calculations. The
formation energy of the carbon clusters from CO and H2 yielding water as the byproduct
is given in Figure 4.1. This energy can be found for each of these species to determine the
stability of these species with respect to gaseous species (CO, H2 and H2O).119 The
activation barriers were determined using the CI-NEB (Climbing Image Nudged Elastic
Band) method developed by Jonsson and co-workers49-51 and the minimum energy path
(MEP) was identified. Normal mode harmonic frequencies were calculated to confirm the
transition states.
4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Adsorption of C Monomers
The formation energies of various C monomers per carbon atom on the promoted
and un-promoted surfaces are given in Figure 4.2. These energies give the
thermodynamic stability of the C species with respect to gaseous species (CO, H2 and
H2O).119 The formation energies do not take into account the presence of other gas
species on the catalyst surface. Hcp is the most preferred adsorption site for single C
atom on unpromoted Co. On Pt promoted Co surface, hcp site unassociated with Pt atom
is the most preferred site whereas for Ru promoted surface, the hcp site associated with
Ru atom (hcp_X) was more preferred. The trends of the adsorption energies (Figure 4.3)
are in agreement with the formation energy per C atom (Figure 4.2).
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C placed on a Co top site of unpromoted Co surface relaxed to an fcc site.
Similarly, C placed on a Co top site of Pt promoted surface and Ru promoted surface
relaxed to an fcc site associated with promoter (fcc_X). C placed on Pt-top and Ru-top
sites had positive adsorption energies suggesting that these sites are not energetically
preferable for C adsorption. The bridge site was not a stable adsorption site on the
promoted and unpromoted surfaces and the C atom placed on bridge site relaxed to a
hollow site associated with the promoter.
4.3.2. Diffusion Barrier for C to Move from Hcp to Fcc
The first step towards a buildup of carbon on the surface is the diffusion of an
adsorbed C to a nearby site. If the diffusion barrier is increased by adding a promoter
then we have reason to suspect that it will also inhibit C chain growth. Having established
the stable adsorption sites for C, the diffusion of adsorbed C from 5 different sites were
considered: Co hcp to Co fcc on unpromoted Co, Pt hcp (hcp_X) to Co fcc on Pt
promoted Co, Co hcp to Pt fcc (fcc_X) on Pt promoted Co, Ru hcp (hcp_X) to Co fcc on
Ru promoted Co and Co hcp to Ru fcc (fcc_X) on Ru promoted Co. The barrier for the
movement of C atoms from hcp to fcc site is given in Figure 4.4.
Diffusion of C from Ru hcp site (hcp_X) was the most difficult as it is the most
stable adsorption site for C among all the surfaces. The diffusion of C from Co hcp had
the second highest barrier. The barriers for diffusion from other sites were lower due to
the comparable stable adsorption energies on their respective fcc sites (Figure 4.3). The
transition state for diffusion is a bridge site on all the surfaces, in agreement with the
work of Swart et al.119 But, this barrier alone is not a good measure for the coupling of C
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atoms to form various C compounds. Hence it is necessary to determine the barriers for
the formation of surface C-C coupling reactions.
4.3.3. Barrier for C to Move to Subsurface
Formation of cobalt carbides is one of the main modes of deactivation for cobalt
catalyst

130-133

. While iron carbide is more active than metallic Fe for FTS reactions and

has similar methane selectivity as Fe, Co carbide is less active than Co and has higher
methane selectivity

134

. The barrier for the diffusion of carbon to the subsurface layer is

an important factor to determine the ability of the catalyst to form carbides. Having
established the stable adsorption sites for C, the diffusion of C to subsurface from 5
different sites were considered: Co fcc to Co subsurface on unpromoted Co, Pt fcc
(fcc_X) to Pt subsurface (sub_X) on Pt promoted Co, Co fcc to Co subsurface on Pt
promoted Co, Ru fcc (fcc_X) to Ru subsurface (sub_X) on Ru promoted Co and Co fcc
to Co subsurface on Ru promoted Co. The barrier and transition state for the diffusion of
carbon to subsurface for the promoted and unpromoted surfaces are shown in Figure 4.5.
The barrier for C diffusion to subsurface from a Co fcc site to the Co subsurface
on all the surfaces is about 1.4 eV in agreement with the results on FCC Co(111) 119. On
the Pt fcc site, the C subsurface diffusion barrier is smaller as Pt showed the tendency to
move to accommodate the subsurface C but this barrier is still higher (about 1 eV) than
the barrier for C-C/C-C-C bond formation discussed in Section 4.3.4. The diffusion of C
from the Ru fcc site has the highest barrier due to the similar stabilities of Ru fcc and
subsurface site. This is similar to the results on Rh promoted Ni where the barrier for the
diffusion of C was higher on Rh promoted Ni surface compared to unpromoted Ni.126
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Though Ru promoted surface prevents the subsurface C diffusion when C is in contact
with Ru, the C unassociated with Ru has lower barrier for subsurface diffusion than
unpromoted Co surface. Similarly, Pt promoted surface has lower barriers for subsurface
diffusion than unpromoted Co surface. Thus, Pt and Ru promoters would not significantly
affect the subsurface C diffusion. These results suggest that formation of subsurface C
could occur at low coverages of C in agreement with experiments.111
4.3.4. Barrier for C-C /C-H and C-C-C/C-C-H Coupling
These barriers were calculated to evaluate the possibility of C-C coupling in the
presence of H vs. C-H coupling in the presence of C. These barriers would be a measure
to understand if two C atoms would couple to deactivate the catalyst or if C combines
with H to form FTS products. Similarly, the barriers were calculated to evaluate the
possibility of C-C-C coupling in presence of H vs. C-C-H coupling in presence of C.
Thus, these barriers would be a measure to understand if three C atoms would couple to
further deactivate the catalyst or if C-C combines with H to form FTS products.
First, the barriers for 2 C atoms to couple to form C-C bond as opposed to a C and
H atom to form C-H bond were calculated. The lowest barrier pathways and the transition
states for the C-H and C-C coupling reactions are given in Table 4.1. The barriers for CH formation are lower than for C-C formation on all the surfaces in agreement with the
results of C coupling reactions on Co surfaces by Cheng et al.118 The promoted surfaces
have lower barrier for C-H formation and higher barrier for C-C formation than the
unpromoted surface. Thus, C-H bond formation is more favorable on promoted surfaces
than C-C bond formation and the barriers for C-C bond formation are increased on the
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promoted surfaces. This is similar to the results on Rh promoted Ni126 and Sn promoted
Ni,135 where the promoters increased the barrier for C-C bond formation.
C-C bond formation could also lead to the production of hydrocarbons as
established by the calculations done by Cheng et al.118 Hence it is important to consider
the formation of larger C compounds. The reactions between the C-C structure and H or
C atom were also considered to determine the barriers for the formation of C-C-C bond
as opposed to the C-C-H bond. The lowest barrier pathways and the transition states for
the C-C-H and C-C-C coupling reactions are given in Table 4.2. The barriers for C-C-H
are much lower than those for C-C-C formation on all the surfaces. The promoted
surfaces have higher barriers for C-C and C-C-C formation than on the unpromoted
surface. The barrier for C-C-C coupling is lower than C-C coupling for Ru promoted
surface due to the higher stability of C-C-C structure than C-C structure on Ru promoted
surface. However, the barrier for C-H and C-C-H formation on all the surfaces were
lower than the barrier for C-C and C-C-C formation suggesting that at high coverages of
H2, formation of hydrocarbons would be preferred.
4.3.5. Stability of Finite and Infinite C Compounds
The formation energies of finite C compounds per carbon atom are given in
Figures 4.6-4.7. The structures of various finite and infinite C clusters are given in
Appendix D (Figures D-1, D-2, D-3). Two carbon atoms placed on the bridge-bridge site
relaxed to hcp-fcc site on all the three surfaces. It should be noted that for up to 4 C
atoms, most of the C compounds adsorbed on a site unassociated with Pt and associated
with Ru were more stable than other adsorption sites.
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In case of 5 C atoms, the linear structures adsorbed on a site associated with Pt
and Ru promoter are more stable. However, for branched 5 C structure the behavior is
similar to that of structures with 1 to 4 C atoms. 5 C ring structures have 2 type of
promoter sites, one in which the C is associated with the promoter (denoted X) and
another in which the ring is directly above the promoter (denoted Y). For all the ring
structures, the site with the ring center directly above the promoter atoms are the least
stable. 5 C ring structures on a site associated with Pt and Ru promoter are the most
stable. 6 C ring structures unassociated with Pt and associated with Ru are the most stable
sites similar to that of structures with few C atoms. For most of the finite C structures, the
energies follow the trend: Pt promoted Co < Ru promoted Co < unpromoted Co.
The formation energies per carbon atom of infinite C compounds are given in
Figures 4.8-4.9. For the clusters infinite in 1 direction, branched structure away from
promoter is more stable. Infinite ring-5C_X structure on Pt moves from closed ring on Pt
top site to open ring on Pt whereas on Ru the closed ring stays on Ru top site. Similarly,
infinite ring-6C_X structure moves from closed ring on Pt top site to a bridge site near Pt
whereas on Ru the closed ring stays on Ru top site. Infinite ring-top site eventually
converge to infinite ring-bridge sites on all the surfaces. The infinite multiple ring
structures are arched at the center with the C atoms at the ends forming bonds with the
surface. This is due to the stabilization of the structure with the tilting of the C atoms to
fill the sp2-like orbitals with the surface atoms. The stability is higher for infinite
structures than finite structures and infinite ring structures show higher stability than
branched structures. The energies on the unpromoted Co surface are in agreement with
the results on FCC Co (111).119 The stability of the various clusters on promoted and
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unpromoted surfaces of Co show that the presence of Pt promoter inhibits the formation
of C compounds under FTS conditions. The stability of C compounds on Ru promoted
surface is higher than Co surface for few of the C clusters. However, on Ru promoted
surface, as the number of C atoms increase the C clusters have lower stability than
unpromoted Co surface. Generally, the compounds at sites associated with Pt and those
unassociated with Ru are less stable. The stability of the infinite clusters with large
number of C atoms is very low on promoted surface than on the unpromoted surface.
4.3.6. Stability of Graphene
The energies of various graphene structures like ring top, ring fcc, ring hcp and
ring bridge per carbon atom were calculated on the promoted and unpromoted surfaces
and are given in Figure 4.10. Ring top graphene structure was found to be lifted off from
all the surfaces. On the Ru promoted surface, ring bridge graphene eventually moved to
form a ring hcp graphene structure and ring top graphene moved to ring bridge and lifted
off the surface. Pt promoted surface have all the graphene structures lifted off the surface.
For graphene, the energies followed the order Pt promoted Co < Ru promoted Co <
unpromoted Co. Graphene was found to be the most stable of all C structures.
4.3.7. Electronic Structure
The charge density difference for the different surfaces was calculated as follows:
Δρ = ρC+surface – ρSurface - ρC

(4.1)

where ρC+surface is the charge density of the C adsorbed on the surface, ρSurface is the charge
density of the surface and ρC is the charge density of C.
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The charge density difference isosurface of a single C atom on hcp hollow site for
the promoted and unpromoted surfaces are shown in Figure 4.11. The isosurfaces show a
distributed electron accumulation in the Π* molecular orbitals of C on the unpromoted
and Ru promoted surface compared to the Pt promoted surface where there is a small
charge accumulation in the Π* molecular orbitals of C between the C and Pt atoms. The
charge accumulation increases the bonding strength of C with the surface in case of
unpromoted and Ru promoted surface.
The effects of promoters on a catalyst surface include lattice strain and ligand
effects. The average lattice constant of Co surface after relaxation is 2.51 Å and that of
Ru and Pt promoted surface are 2.53 Å and 2.55 Å respectively. The strain in the lattice
due to the introduction of promoter atoms is less than 1.6% which is not significant
compared to the change in the lattice due to the introduction of layers/sub-layers of
promoters in the catalyst surface. Reactivity of metal is measured by three factors95
namely, (1) d band center, (2) coupling matrix and (3) d band filling. The d-band center is
the main parameter which characterizes the ligand effect. The d-band shift to lower
energies leads to weak adsorption energy as the anti-bonding states are shifted below the
Fermi level and the d-band shift to higher energies leads to strong adsorption energy as
the anti-bonding states are shifted above the Fermi level. Here, Pt 5d states (which are
filled more than Co d states) broaden the 3d states of Co to maintain the same d-band
filling, shifting the d band center to lower energies. Ru 4d states (which are filled less
than Co d states) narrow the 3d states of Co to maintain the same d-band filling, shifting
the d band center to higher energies as shown in Table 4.3. Thus, Pt would weaken the
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adsorption of C and Ru would enhance the adsorption of C when Pt/Ru is involved in the
bonding in agreement with the observed trend in formation energies.
The PDOS of C, the atoms involved in bonding and the Co atoms in the bulk are
plotted in Figure 4.12 for the C at the hcp site. There is strong hybridization between the
C p states and metal d

states between -2.5 and -5 eV in both Ru promoted and

unpromoted Co surface resulting in stronger adsorption energy in these surfaces. On the
Pt promoted surface, there is widening of the d band states coupled with the weak
hybridization of the C p states with the metal d states of the atoms involved in the
bonding. There are additional states near -11 eV in all the surfaces due to the interaction
of the p states of C with the metal which are absent in the bulk Co atoms.
Bader analysis52-53, 92 on the charge density grid was done to determine the charge
transfer between the atoms. It showed electron transfers to Pt and Ru atoms from Co
which is in agreement with the fact that electrons transfer from less electronegative
element to more electronegative element. About 0.73 electrons were transferred to Pt and
0.25 electrons were transferred to Ru. The charge on the individually adsorbed C and H
atoms on the different surfaces are shown in Figure 4.13. The charge on the H and C
atom correlates with the activation barrier for C-H bond formation. More the charge on H
atom, higher is the activation barrier for C-H bond formation which is similar to our
earlier study121 where we found that higher charge on O and H leads to higher activation
barrier for OH bond formation. However, there is no correlation between the charge on C
atoms and the activation barrier for C-C bond formation. This could be due to the similar
nature of the species involved in the bond and further analysis may be required which is
beyond the scope of this work.
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4.4. Conclusions
Pathways for the formation of carbon compounds on unpromoted and Pt and Ru
promoted Co surfaces were studied to gain a mechanistic understanding of the effect of
promoters on these reactions. The barriers for C-C and C-C-C coupling reactions were
larger on Pt and Ru promoted Co surfaces than on the unpromoted Co surface indicating
that C chain formation will be inhibited by these promoters. The promoters did not
significantly alter the barrier for diffusion of C to the subsurface. In addition, most of the
finite and infinite C structures on Pt promoted surface and the larger C structures on Ru
promoted surface had lower stability than the C structures on the unpromoted surface. C
structures on the Pt promoted surface were less stable than the C structures on the Ru
promoted surface suggesting that Pt promoter would be better than Ru promoter to
prevent C deposition on Co catalyst. These results suggest that Pt and Ru promoted Co
surfaces would decrease C formation and C compound formation on the Co surface.

Figure 4.1. Reaction for the formation of C from CO and H2 and the energy per C atom
with respect to gaseous CO, H2 and H2O.
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Figure 4.2. Formation energies of C on various promoted and un-promoted surface sites
(Yellow – Co atom, Blue – Pt/Ru atom, Red – C atom; Blue bar – unpromoted Co
surface, Red bar- Pt promoted surface, Green bar- Ru promoted surface).
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Figure 4.4. Figure showing the barriers, transition, initial and final states for the diffusion
of C from an hcp site to fcc site on unpromoted, Pt promoted and Ru promoted Co
surface (Yellow – Co atom, Blue – Pt atom, Green – Ru atom, Red – C atom).
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– Co atom, Blue – Pt atom, Green – Ru atom, Red – C atom).
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Figure 4.6. Formation energies of finite clusters of C with up to 4 C atoms on various
promoted and un-promoted surface sites (Blue marker – unpromoted Co surface, Red
marker- Pt promoted surface, Green marker- Ru promoted surface).
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Figure 4.7. Formation energies of finite clusters of C with 4 to 8 C atoms on various
promoted and un-promoted surface sites (Blue marker – unpromoted Co surface, Red
marker- Pt promoted surface, Green marker- Ru promoted surface).
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Figure 4.8. Formation energies of infinite clusters of C with up to six-C rings on various
promoted and un-promoted surface sites (Blue marker – unpromoted Co surface, Red
marker- Pt promoted surface, Green marker- Ru promoted surface).
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Figure 4.9. Formation energies of infinite clusters of C with 1 to 4 six-C rings on various
promoted and un-promoted surface sites (Blue marker – unpromoted Co surface, Red
marker- Pt promoted surface, Green marker- Ru promoted surface).
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Figure 4.10. Formation energies of various graphene structures on promoted and unpromoted surface sites (Yellow – Co atom, Blue – Pt/Ru atom, Red – C atom; Blue
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Figure 4.11. Isosurfaces of charge density difference at 0.02 e Å-3 on (a) unpromoted Co
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isosurfaces indicate charge accumulation and charge depletion respectively.
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Figure 4.12. Spin up PDOS on (a) unpromoted Co surface (b) Pt promoted Co surface
and (c) Ru promoted Co surface for a C atom adsorbed at hcp site. (0 eV corresponds to
the Fermi level)
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Figure 4.13. Charge on the individually adsorbed C and H atoms on promoted and unpromoted surfaces (Blue marker – unpromoted Co surface, Red marker- Pt promoted
surface, Green marker- Ru promoted surface).
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Table 4.1. Initial, transition, final states and activation barriers for forward and backward
reactions for C-C coupling on unpromoted, Pt promoted and Ru promoted Co surface
(Yellow – Co atom, Blue – Pt atom, Red – C atom).
Surface

Initial
State

Activation barriers and transition State
H + C + C  CH + C
0.8

Co with
Pt

Co with
Ru

Activation barrier (eV)

Co

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.1
0
Co

Co with Pt

Co with Ru

H + C + C  CC + H
1.4

Co with
Pt

Co with
Ru

Activation barrier (eV)

Co

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2
0
Co

Co with Pt
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Co with Ru

Final
State

Table 4.2. Initial, transition, final states and activation barriers for forward and backward
reactions for C-C-C coupling on unpromoted, Pt promoted and Ru promoted Co surface
(Yellow – Co atom, Blue – Pt atom, Red – C atom).
Surface

Initial
State

Activation barriers and transition State
CC + H + C  CCH + C
0.6

Co with
Pt

Activation barrier (eV)

Co
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.1

Co with
Ru

0
Co

Co with Pt Co with Ru

CC + H + C  CCC + H

1.2
Activation barrier (eV)

Co

1

0.8

Co with
Pt

0.6
0.4

Co with
Ru

0.2

0
Co

Co with Pt
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Co with Ru

Final State

Table 4.3. The d-band center for the atoms involved in bonding for C in hcp position.
Surface

Co

Pt promoted Co

Ru promoted Co

d-band center

-1.055 eV

-1.577 eV

-1.028 eV
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CHAPTER 5:
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF PLATINUM
PROMOTER ON CO ACTIVATION PATHWAYS OF COBALT CATALYST

In this chapter, the influence of Pt promoter on FTS initiation pathway is
investigated using DFT. CO activation is the first step in Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis
(FTS). CO activation pathways for unassisted CO dissociation and hydrogenation of CO
were determined on unpromoted and Pt promoted Co surfaces to determine the effect of
promoter on the activation barriers and reaction pathways.
5.1. Introduction
FTS (Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis) is a process for the production of liquid fuel
which includes CO activation, hydrogenation of carbon-containing species and oxygen,
hydrocarbon chain growth and termination processes.136 CO activation is the first step
towards the production of FTS products. CO activation could occur either by unassisted
CO dissociation or by H assisted CO dissociation.6 The C formed by unassisted CO
dissociation or CH formed by H assisted CO dissociation will couple with other C and H
to form various hydrocarbons which then desorb from the catalyst surface via chain
termination.
CO dissociation was widely accepted as the first step towards CO activation.
Recently, H assisted CO dissociation was shown to be favored on Co catalysts.6, 56 H2 and
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CO kinetic effects on FTS rates and density functional theory estimates of activation
barriers and binding energies are consistent with H-assisted CO dissociation, but not with
the previously accepted kinetic relevance of direct CO dissociation and chemisorbed
carbon hydrogenation elementary steps.56 Extensive density function theory calculations
performed to study the mechanism of the formation of aldehyde and alcohol on Co
surfaces showed that the preferred mechanism is pathway via CHO and also suggested
that the CO-insertion mechanism may be responsible for the production of long-chain
oxygenates.6
Promoters can affect the selectivity and activity of catalysts.8, 137-139 Pt promotion
of Co catalysts increased the CO hydrogenation rates75,
selectivity.80,

108

77

and higher methane

Pt promoters also exhibit lower selectivity towards higher

hydrocarbons.70, 108 DFT studies on the influence of twelve transition metals (Zr, Mn, Re,
Ru, Rh, Ir, Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag and Au) on Co showed that late transition metals (e.g. Pd
and Cu) improved α-olefin selectivity.8 Schanke et al.75 found that Pt promoted Co had
higher apparent turn-over numbers due to the increased coverage of reaction
intermediates. Chu et al.70 found that promotion of alumina supported Co catalyst with
small amounts of Pt resulted in increased FT reaction rate and reduced selectivity towards
C5+ hydrocarbons.
Promoters influence the activity and selectivity of catalyst by altering the
energetics of a particular pathway and providing alternate routes for the reaction
mechanism.140-142 Promoters can alter the activation barrier of the reaction steps making a
promoted surface more or less favorable for the formation of certain products. Promotion
of precipitated Fe/Cu/SiO2 catalyst with Ca, Mg and La promoters were shown to have
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significant influences on the pathways of CO2 and H2O formation during the FTS
reaction.140 Kinetic studies on the effect of La, V and/or Fe promoters on Rh based
catalysts showed that the addition of different promoters resulted in different rate-limiting
steps influencing the activity and selectivity of CO hydrogenation.141 K promoted Fe
catalysts affected the reaction pathway for the formation of CH4 while the pathway for
formation of long chain hydrocarbons was unaffected.142
In this work, the influence of Pt promoters on the CO activation pathways of Co
catalysts was studied. Plausible reactions for the CO activation pathways were studied to
determine the barriers and pathway followed by a Pt promoted surface. These barriers
and pathways would explain the impact of Pt promoter on activity or CO hydrogenation
rate of Co catalysts.
5.2. Computational Details
In this work, VASP (Vienna Ab Initio Simulation package) code30-32 was used
with Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA)86 for the exchange and correlation functional. Projector-augmented wave
(PAW)48 method was used to model the electron-ion interaction. Spin polarized
calculations were done with a plane-wave cutoff energy of 500 eV. The convergence
criterion for structure optimization and transition state search was set to an energy
tolerance of about 0.01 eV/ Å and 0.05 eV/ Å respectively except for transition state
search for H2 dissociation where 0.01 eV/ Å was used. The accuracy of the settings was
tested earlier.121
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Stepped Co(0001) surface was modeled by removing two of the four rows of
cobalt atoms on the top layer. The simulations were done using a slab supercell approach
with periodic boundary conditions. Calculations were carried out on a 4x2 surface of
stepped Co(0001) with 4 layers of atoms consisting of 28 atoms. Among the 4 layers of
metal atoms, the bottom two layers were frozen and top 2 metal layers and the adsorbates
were allowed to relax. Our previous results showed that the energy difference between 5
layers of atoms and 4 layers of atoms on stepped surface were found to be less than 0.02
eV and hence 4 layers of atoms were studied. 121 One of the atoms on the slab surface was
replaced by platinum as shown in Figure 5.1. Surface Monkhorst89 Pack meshes of 5x2x1
k-point sampling in the surface Brillouin zone was used. The vacuum region between the
slabs was set to about 10 Å to reduce interactions. We used a one-sided slab approach in
our calculations. The activation barriers and the transition states were determined using
the CI-NEB method developed by Jonsson and co-workers and the minimum energy path
(MEP) was identified. Normal mode harmonic frequencies were calculated to confirm the
transition states.
5.3. Results
5.3.1. CO Dissociation
Dissociation of CO into C and O was studied on stepped Co and Pt promoted Co
surface. In the initial state of the lowest energy pathway for CO dissociation, CO prefers
a step-corner site and after dissociation C occupies an fcc site in the lower terrace and O
occupies an hcp site the upper terrace on both unpromoted and Pt promoted surface. In
the transition state, CO occupies an edge bridge site on both the surfaces and C occupies
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an hcp site and an fcc site in the lower terrace on unpromoted and Pt promoted surface
respectively. The barriers and transition states for CO dissociation on both the surfaces
are given in Table 5.1. The C-O distance in the initial state was found to be 1.307 Å
(1.284 Å)91 and 1.311 Å on unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces respectively. The C-O
distance in the transition state was found to be 2.164 Å (2.170 Å)91 and 3.163 Å on
unpromoted and Pt promoted surface respectively. The transition states and distances on
Co(0001) surface are similar to the results of Gong et al.91 Pt promoter slightly increased
the activation barrier for CO dissociation on the Co surface.
5.3.2. H2 Dissociation
H2 dissociates on adsorbtion on both the unpromoted and Pt promoted Co surface.
After dissociation, both the H adsorb on fcc sites in the upper terrace on the unpromoted
surface and on edge bridge sites on the Pt promoted surface. The distance between H
atoms in the gaseous phase, transition state and after dissociation are 0.754 Å, 0.760 Å
and 2.506 Å respectively on unpromoted Co surface and 0.755 Å, 0.764 Å and 2.706 Å
respectively on Pt promoted Co surface. The barriers and transition states are given in
Table 5.2. The barrier is very small suggesting that H2 dissociation takes place very easily
on both the surfaces and due to the very small barrier Pt promoter does not have any
effect on the reaction.
5.3.3. Hydrogenation of CO
The barriers and transition states for the formation of HCO (formyl) and COH
(hydroxymethylidyne) from CO and H on unpromoted and Pt promoted Co surface were
calculated and are given in Table 5.3. The initial state of the lowest energy pathway for
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the formation of HCO has CO and H on a step-corner site and an fcc site in the lower
terrace respectively on both the promoted and unpromoted surfaces. The transition state
has CO on a step-corner site and H on a top site on both the surfaces. The distance
between CO and H was about 1.497 Å (1.55 Å)143 and 1.527 Å in the transition state on
unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces respectively. HCO adsorbs on a corner site with C
in the lower terrace hcp site and O near an edge bridge site on both the surfaces. Pt
promoter lowers the activation barrier for the formation of HCO but the reverse barrier is
similar on both the surfaces.
The lowest energy pathway for the formation of COH has CO and H on a stepcorner site and hcp site in the upper terrace in the initial state on both the surfaces. The
transition state has CO on an hcp site in the lower terrace and H on the edge bridge site
on both the surfaces. The distances between CO and H were about 1.238 Å (1.23 Å)143
and 1.245 Å in the transition state on the unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces
respectively. COH adsorbs on a step-corner site with C on the step-corner site on both the
surfaces. Pt promoter lowers the activation barrier for the formation of COH and the
reverse barrier is larger on the Pt promoted surface.
5.3.4. Hydrogenation of HCO and COH
COH can hydrogenate to form HCOH (hydroxymethylene) and HCO can
hydrogenate to form CH2O (formaldehyde). The barriers and transition states for the
lowest energy pathways are given in Table 5.4. COH on a step-corner site reacts with H
on an hcp site on the upper terrace to form HCOH on an edge bridge site with C on the
edge bridge on both promoted and unpromoted CO surfaces. COH stays in the step78

corner site and H occupies an edge bridge site in the transition state. The distance
between C and H in the transition state is 1.259 Å (1.32 Å)143 and 1.255 Å on the
unpromoted and Pt promoted surface respectively. Pt promoter lowers the activation
barrier for the formation of HCOH and the reverse barrier is also lower on the promoted
surface.
HCO on a corner site reacts with H on an hcp site in the upper terrace to form
CH2O on an edge bridge site with C on the edge-bridge and O on a Co top site on both
the surfaces. The distance between C and H in the transition state is 1.708 Å (1.59 Å)143
and 1.832 Å on the unpromoted and Pt promoted Co surfaces respectively. In the
transition state, HCO occupies and edge bridge site and H occupies a top site on both the
surfaces. Pt promoter decreases the activation barrier for the formation of CH2O on the
Co surface and the reverse barrier is also decreased on the promoted surface.
5.4. Discussion
The activation barriers for unassisted CO dissociation on both unpromoted and
promoted Co surfaces are high compared to the barriers for H-assisted CO dissociation
via HCO/COH formation. Hence, on both the stepped surfaces H-assisted CO
dissociation would be preferred over unassisted CO dissociation. Ojeda et al.56 suggested
H-assisted CO dissociation to be the primary CO activation pathway on flat Co surface.
According to their kinetic studies,56 the first hydrogenation step is quasi equilibrated and
the second hydrogenation step is kinetically relevant during CO activation.
Hydrogenation of CO is highly likely to occur on Co stepped surfaces even in the
presence of Pt promoter and Pt promoter increases the activation barrier for unassisted or
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direct CO dissociation. The barrier for H2 dissociation on unpromoted and Pt promoted
CO surface was found to be very small. Hence H2 molecule would readily dissociate to
form H which then reacts with CO to form FTS products. Pt promoter did not have
influence on H2 dissociation barrier as the reaction could readily happen even on
unpromoted Co surface.
Hydrogenation of CO on Co surface could occur via the formation of HCO or
COH. HCO and COH can also hydrogenate to form CH2O and HCOH as shown in
Figures 5.2-5.3. Various FTS products could then be formed by dissociation, coupling,
hydrogenation or oxidation of previously formed products. The barrier for the formation
of HCO was found to be lower than the barrier for COH formation on both the
unpromoted and Pt promoted Co surfaces. In addition, the barrier for formation of COH
and HCO were lowered on Pt promoted CO surface. The barrier for the second
hydrogenation reaction was again found to be lower in the pathway via HCO on both
unpromoted and Pt promoted surface. Pt promoter also decreased the barrier for the
second hydrogenation step for the pathway via HCO and the barrier for the second
hydrogenation step via COH was also reduced. But the barrier for the formation of CH2O
was still lower than the barrier for the formation of HCOH. Hence, both the Pt promoted
and unpromoted CO surface would follow the same CO activation pathway via HCO.
The lower activation barrier for the formation of HCO and CH2O on Pt promoted
Co surface compared to the unpromoted Co surface shows that hydrogenation of CO
could occur on Pt promoted Co surface faster than that on unpromoted Co surface
accounting for the faster CO hydrogenation rates observed on Pt promoted Co catalyst.75,
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Thus, the activity of Pt promoted catalyst would be higher than unpromoted Co

catalyst.
5.5. Conclusions
Direct CO dissociation was found to have high barriers on stepped Co surface and
Pt promoted stepped Co surface. The dissociation of H2 was found to occur with very
lower barriers on both the unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces suggesting that
hydrogenation of CO would most likely occur than direct CO dissociation. CO
hydrogenation was found to occur via HCO formation on both the surfaces. Pt promoter
lowered the barrier for both the hydrogenation steps suggesting that Pt promoter would
increase the CO hydrogenation rate of Co catalyst.

Figure 5.1. Models showing the stepped Co surface and stepped Pt promoted Co surface.
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Figure 5.2. Pathways and activation barriers for unassisted and H-assisted CO
dissociation on stepped Co surface. The most feasible pathway is given in red.

Figure 5.3. Pathways and activation barriers for unassisted and H-assisted CO
dissociation on Pt promoted stepped Co surface. The most feasible pathway is given in
red.
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Table 5.1. Initial, transition, final state and forward and reverse barriers for CO
dissociation on unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces. (Yellow-Co atom, Brown-Co atom
in the upper terrace, Green- Pt atom, Red- O atom, Black- C atom).
Surface

Initial state

Barriers and
Transition
state

Final state

Forward
barrier
(eV)

Reverse
barrier
(eV)

1.324

0.424

(1.61) 91

(1.4) 91

1.443

0.274

Co

Pt
promoted
Co
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Table 5.2. Initial, transition, final state and barriers for forward and reverse reactions for
H2 dissociation on unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces. (Yellow-Co atom, Brown-Co
atom in the upper terrace, Green- Pt atom, Grey- H atom).
Surface

Initial state

Transition
state

Co

Final state

Forward
barrier
(eV)

Reverse
barrier
(eV)

0.029

1.135

0.023

0.989

Pt
promoted
Co
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Table 5.3. Initial, transition, final state and barriers for forward and reverse reactions for
first hydrogenation on unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces. (Yellow-Co atom, BrownCo atom in the upper terrace, Green- Pt atom, Red- O atom, Black- C atom, Grey- H
atom).
Forward
barrier
(eV)

Reverse
barrier
(eV)

Co

0.653
(0.77)143

0.089
(0.12)143

Pt
promoted
Co

0.573

0.088

Co

1.415
(1.46)143

0.676
(0.51)143

Pt
promoted
Co

1.261

0.747

Surface

Initial state

Barriers and
Transition
Final state
state
CO+H  HCO

CO+HCOH
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Table 5.4. Initial, transition, final state and barriers for forward and reverse reactions for
second hydrogenation on unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces. (Yellow-Co atom,
Brown-Co atom in the upper terrace, Green- Pt atom, Red- O atom, Black- C atom, GreyH atom).
Surface

Initial state

Barriers and
Transition
Final state
state
COH+H  HCOH

Forward
barrier
(eV)

Reverse
barrier
(eV)

1.206

0.607

(0.77)143

(0.51)143

1.091

0.552

0.594

0.441

(0.71)143

(0.34)143

0.476

0.397

Co

Pt
promoted
Co
HCO+H CH2O

Co

Pt
promoted
Co
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CHAPTER 6:
CARBON MONOXIDE OXIDATION BY COBALT OXIDE: A THEORETICAL
STUDY ON REACTION KINETICS

This chapter discusses the mechanism of CO oxidation on CoO catalyst using first
principle calculations. DFT calculations were done to find the transition states and the
activation barriers for CO oxidation reaction on CoO(100) with the objective of finding
the reaction pathways. Four possible mechanisms of CO oxidation were explored to
determine the activation barriers for each step of the reaction mechanism. The
mechanism with the lowest activation energy will be the most feasible pathway for CO
oxidation on CoO. The computed activation barriers were then compared to the barriers
determined experimentally.
6.1. Introduction
Considerable interest has grown towards CO oxidation owing to the increasing air
pollution from exhausts gases of industry and automobiles as well as to remove CO from
the reformer gas to avoid poisoning of fuel cell catalysts.9-13 Precious metals like Pd,16
Pt,16 Rh,144 Ru145 and metal oxides17-18, 146-148 have been widely used for CO oxidation
and CO oxidation mechanism has been well established on such metals and metal oxides.
Metal oxides were found to be more efficient than their unoxidized metals with lower
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activation energies for CO oxidation.19-21 Inexpensive catalysts are being explored for CO
oxidation to replace the traditional noble metal catalyst.147, 149-157
Understanding the reaction mechanism of CO oxidation at the molecular level is
the first step towards designing catalyst with better efficiency. During CO oxidation, CO
can combine with O in the lattice to form CO2 via Mars–van Krevelen mechanism or O2
can dissociate to react with CO to form an intermediate and then form CO2 via Langmuir
Hinshelwood mechanism or O2 can directly combine with CO to form an intermediate
and then form CO2. On Pd,16 Pt16 and Fe2O3,17 CO oxidation follows Langmuir
Hinshelwood mechanism where CO and dissociated O2 gets adsorbed on the surface
which then reacts to form CO2. On PtO, CO reacts with O2 adsorbed at a bridge site to
form OO-CO intermediate which then forms CO2.18 On Cu2O(111),146 two pathways
were found to be viable: (i) where CO in the gas phase reacts with adsorbed O2 to form
CO2 and (ii) where the adsorbed CO and adsorbed O2 molecule react to form an
intermediate OO-CO which then produces CO2.
DFT calculations on Co3O4 nanorods147 and Co3O4(110)158 surface showed that
CO molecule extracts the two fold coordinate oxygen from the lattice to form CO2 and an
oxygen molecule dissociates to fill the oxygen vacancy. Co3O4 nanorods exposing (101)
facets were found to be efficient for CO oxidation even at temperatures as low as -77°C
owing to the presence active Co3+ ions on the (101) facets.147 On crude cobalt oxide
(CoOx) with high valence cobalt, adsorbed CO and adsorbed O2 molecule react to form
CO2.159 CO oxidation studies on CoO are limited and the mechanism is not yet clear.
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DFT+U calculations were applied to calculate activation energies for postulated
reaction mechanisms of CO oxidation reaction on CoO(100). DFT does not accurately
treat the localized electrons of CoO and predicts CoO to be a metal.160 Adding the
Hubbard U correction to the DFT would describe the strongly correlated 3d electrons of
CoO more accurately and predict the correct band gap of CoO. To the best of our
knowledge, studies on mechanistic pathways of CO oxidation on CoO(100) are not
available.
The results from our DFT calculations were compared with the experiments done
by Mankidy.29 Mankidy synthesized CoO nanoparticles of various sizes (1, 2, 6 and 14
nm) using thermal decomposition technique. The CoO nanoparticles were then
immobilized on the surface of Stober SiO2 support by surface functionalization methods.
Temperature programmed in-situ surface IR experiments were done to determine the
activation energies for CO oxidation on these nanoparticles. The IR spectra showed
bands at 2058 cm-1 corresponding to adsorbed CO, 2140 cm-1 and 2170 cm-1
corresponding to CO in bulk gaseous phase as CO was introduced into the reactor. As the
temperature was ramped from 475ºC at various heating rates, the peaks at 2058 cm-1,
2140 cm-1 and 2170 cm-1 had a disappearing trend and new peaks appeared at 2350 cm-1
and 2342 cm-1 corresponding to the formation of CO2 gas. Two activation energies were
calculated based on the disappearance of peak for adsorbed CO (step-1) and appearance
of CO2 gas (step-2) peak. The activation energies were found to be small for the first step
and larger for the second step. In addition, the activation energies for both the steps were
found to increase with the increase in nanoparticle size. However, the experiments did
not provide any information about the reaction intermediates. DFT calculations were
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done to determine the reaction intermediates and the activation barriers to validate the
experimental results.
6.2. Methods
VASP (Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package) code30-32 was used with Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)86 for the
exchange and correlation functional. The electron-ion interaction was modeled by the
projector-augmented wave (PAW)48 method. A kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV was
used. DFT+U method by Dudarev et al.161 was used in spin polarized DFT-PBE
calculations which accurately treats the strongly localized d or f electrons. Spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) was neglected in our calculations. The convergence criterions for
structure optimization and transition state search were set to an energy tolerance of 0.01
eV/Å and 0.05 eV/Å respectively. A U value of 10 eV was optimized with a J value of
1.0 giving a Ueff value of 9 eV (Ueff for CoO = 6.88 eV)162 with a band gap of 2.523 eV
close to the experimental value (2.53 eV)163. The bulk lattice parameter for rocksalt
structure of CoO was found to be 4.253 Å (Exp. value = 4.258 Å)164 and the magnetic
moment on cobalt was determined to be 2.85 µB (Theoretical value of spin orbital
moment = 2.69 µB).165
DFT + U method is well known to possess orbital degrees of freedom giving
multiple meta stable states with energies varying by several eV per formula unit.166 Two
methods have been used to reach the ground state within the DFT+U formulation,
namely: 1. Monitoring of the occupation matrix of the correlated orbitals166 2. U-ramping
method.167 In the first method, the ground state is reached by imposing different
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occupation matrices for the valence d or f level during the first 10 iterations of
calculation. Each occupation matrix leads to different final state and the ground state is
the lowest energy state. In the second method, the value of U is increased after iteratively
applying the occupation matrices (wavefunctions and charge density in VASP) from the
previous calculations until all bands are integrally occupied. The ground state can then be
confirmed by monitoring the occupation matrix. This method was proved to be efficient
for a number of compounds like CoO, NiO, UO2, CeO2.167 U-ramping method is easier to
apply to a calculation in VASP where initializing an occupation matrix is not
straightforward. We used U-ramping method on the CoO(100) surface with various
adsorbants from Ueff = 0 eV for DFT calculations to Ueff = 9 eV with increments of 1
eV.
CoO(100) surface was chosen for our study since it is the most stable surface for
the rocksalt structure that has the lowest surface energy with one broken bond per surface
atom. The CoO(100) surface has both Co2+ and O2- ions. CoO(100) surface was
simulated using a slab supercell approach with periodic boundary conditions. For this
purpose, a (2x2) supercell of CoO (100) surface with 4 layers of atoms consisting of 64
atoms was considered. Among the 4 layers of metal atoms, the bottom two layers were
frozen and top 2 metal layers and the adsorbates were allowed to relax. Surface
Monkhorst89 Pack meshes of 3x3x1 k-point sampling in the surface Brillouin zone were
used. The vacuum region between the slabs was set to about 10 Å to reduce interactions.
We used a one-sided slab approach in our calculations. The adsorption energy of an
adsorbant A on the surface is given by Eads = Eslab + EA - Etot, where EA is the energy of
isolated adsorbate A, Eslab is the energy of the clean metal surface and Etot is the total
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energy of the slab with adsorbate A. After determining the ground state of various
possible adsorbants on the surface, the transition state for each reaction pathway was
located using the climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method developed by
Jonsson and co-workers 49-51 and the minimum energy path (MEP) was identified.
6.3. Results and Discussion
Four possible mechanisms were considered for CO oxidation on CoO based on,
previously determined mechanisms on various metals and metal oxides146, 168-170 as shown
in Schemes 6.1 – 6.4.
In mechanism I, CO adsorbed on the surface reacts with the lattice oxygen OL on
the CoO(100) surface to form CO2 and leaves a vacant oxygen site (OV) on the surface.168
In mechanism II, CO adsorbed on the surface reacts with adsorbed oxygen to form an
intermediate OOCO which later forms CO2 leaving an oxygen atom behind on the
surface.169 In mechanism III, CO adsorbed on the surface reacts with molecular oxygen to
form an intermediate OCO and O on the surface.170 In mechanism IV, O2 dissociates to
form 2 O atoms on the surface which then reacts with CO adsorbed on the surface to
form an intermediate OCO which then desorbs as CO2.146 OCO intermediate then desorbs
to form CO2 in the gaseous phase. Only pathways with the lowest activation barriers are
reported here. For the three proposed mechanisms, CO adsorption at 3 different sites was
considered: cobalt top, oxygen top and bridge site between cobalt and oxygen. It was
found that CO initially placed on an oxygen atom relaxed to the bridge site. Therefore,
among all the configurations, cobalt top and bridge positions were found to be the most
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stable configurations where CO adsorbs vertically with C atom directed towards the
surface.
6.3.1. CO Reacting with Lattice Oxygen
The bridge site was found to be the most stable configuration with CO adsorbing
at an angle with C atom at the bridge and O close to a surface O atom. The activation
barrier for the adsorbed CO to react with lattice oxygen to form CO2 was found to be
289.5 kJ/mol. The transition states and barriers are given in Figure 6.1. Mechanism I was
ruled out due to the high activation energy required for the adsorbed CO to react with O L
to form CO2.
6.3.2. CO Reacting with O2 in the Gas Phase
In mechanism II, CO2 formation followed two steps. In the first step, adsorbed
CO combines with adsorbed O2 to form an OOCO intermediate. In the second step, the
OOCO dissociates into CO2 gas leaving an adsorbed O atom on the surface. The lowest
activation barriers for these two steps were found to be 80.1 kJ/mol and 154.4 kJ/mol
respectively. Similarly, the CO2 formation is a two-step process in the case of mechanism
III. The activation barrier for the first step was found to be 51.2 kJ/mol for reaction
between O2 and CO that was adsorbed on the bridge site to form an OCO intermediate on
an OL top site. The activation energy for the second step was 95.5 kJ/mol. The activation
barriers for the reaction where the oxygen dissociates before the formation of the
intermediate OCO as in mechanism IV was also calculated. The dissociated oxygen
formed a bond with CO which was similar to the OCO intermediate. The transition states
and the reaction barriers for mechanism IV were also found to be similar to mechanism
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III. Comparing both mechanisms, mechanism III is more likely due to the lower energy
barriers obtained. Figure 6.1 – 6.4 depicts the activation barriers and transition states for
the reactions occurring on CoO(100). This leaves us finally to find the activation barriers
for an adsorbed CO to react with the O atom that was retained from previous reaction
which can be written as follows:
CO + O  OCO  CO2

(6.1)

The O atom on top of a cobalt site combines with another CO on top site of cobalt
to form a CO2 molecule. The activation barriers and the transition states for this reaction
are shown in Figure 6.5. In this case, there was no energy barrier for the formation of
OCO on an oxygen top site as it was a downhill process. The barrier for dissociation of
CO2 was 84.9 kJ/mol. Therefore, from these calculations, the overall mechanism for CO
oxidation on a CoO(100) can be written as:
CO + O2  OCO + O  CO2 + O

(6.2)

CO + O  OCO  CO2

(6.3)

Experimental results of Mankidy29 showed that the activation energies varied
from 9.4 kJ/mol to 21.3 kJ/mol for step-1 and from 63.6 kJ/mol to 95.4 kJ/mol for step-2
as the size of CoO nanoparticle increases. The activation energies for both the steps
increased with the increase in nanoparticle size. There is agreement between the DFT
results and the experiments in predicting the activation barrier for step-2 to be larger than
the barrier for step-1 and the activation barrier for step-2 was found to be in agreement
with the activation barrier from the experiments. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 6.6.
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To determine the effect of size using DFT, the optimized lattice constant of CoO
cell was reduced by 1% to represent a smaller size particle as the average lattice constant
would be smaller for a small size particle.171-173 The activation barrier for step-2 in
mechanism III was re-calculated for the surface with modified lattice constant and was
found to be 60.1 kJ/mol. Thus, both experiments and DFT calculations show that
activation barriers increase with particle size.
6.4. Conclusions
Four possible mechanisms for CO oxidation on CoO(100) were explored to
determine the most feasible mechanism. DFT+U calculations show that CO oxidation on
CoO occurs via a 2-step mechanism where adsorbed CO reacts with O2 molecule to form
an intermediate OCO which then desorbs to form CO2 gas. The activation barriers were
found to be 51.2 kJ/mol and 95.5 kJ/mol for steps one and two respectively for bulk
CoO(100). The results are in agreement with experiments where the activation energy for
step-2 was found to be larger than step-1. The activation barrier was also found to
decrease with the decrease in lattice spacing of bulk CoO(100) surface suggesting that
activation energy would decrease with decrease in particle size in agreement with
experiments.29
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Scheme 6.1. Pathway for mechanism I.

Scheme 6.2. Pathway for mechanism II.

Scheme 6.3. Pathway for mechanism III.
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Scheme 6.4. Pathway for mechanism IV.

Figure 6.1. Activation barriers and transition states for the reactions CO + OL  CO2 +
OV. (Yellow-Co atom, Red- O atom, Green- C atom).
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Figure 6.2. Activation barriers and transition states for the reactions CO + O2  CO + O
+ O  OCO + O  CO2 + O. (Yellow-Co atom, Red- O atom, Green- C atom).
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Figure 6.3. Activation barriers and transition states for the reactions CO + O2  OOCO +
O  CO2 + O. (Yellow-Co atom, Red- O atom, Green- C atom).
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Figure 6.4. Activation barriers and transition states for the reactions CO + O2  OCO +
O  CO2 + O. (Yellow-Co atom, Red- O atom, Green- C atom).
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Figure 6.5. Activation barriers and transition states for the reactions CO + O  OCO 
CO2. (Yellow-Co atom, Red- O atom, Green- C atom).
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Figure 6.6. Experimental activation energies of step-1 and step-2 plotted as a function of
CoO nanoparticle size.2
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Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder. Copyright © 2012 Bijith. D.
Mankidy. Refer to Appendix B-2.
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CHAPTER 7:
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1. Summary and Conclusions
In this doctoral research, DFT was used as a tool to study the various aspects of
CO oxidation and reduction on promoted and unpromoted cobalt based catalyst surfaces.
The overall goal of this research was to obtain a fundamental understanding of the
reaction mechanisms which is essential to identify the nature of the catalyst.
We studied the influence of promoters on the deactivation of Co catalysts which
would help in designing catalysts with higher resistance to deactivation and higher
activity. Catalysts deactivation could occur by reoxidation, C deposition, sintering,
formation of Cobalt-support compounds and poisons like nitrogen, sulphur etc. Promoters
can also influence various activation pathways affecting the activity and selectivity of
catalysts. The influence of promoters on O removal and C deposition on Co catalysts was
investigated. The effect of promoters on CO activation pathways of Co catalysts was also
investigated. We also studied the CO oxidation mechanism on CoO catalyst to compare
the barriers with experimental results reported by Mankidy.29
Oxygen removal is an important step in FTS reaction. The role of Pt promoters in
the removal of O from the Co catalyst surface was studied. The activation barriers for the
removal of O on flat and stepped Co(0001) was compared to that on Co3Pt(0001). The
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barriers were reduced on the promoted surface. On the flat surface, the lowest barrier
pathway is the one with OH on a bridge site on Co(0001) and on a hcp hollow site on
Co3Pt(0001). Whereas, on the stepped surface, the lowest barrier pathway is the one with
OH on an edge bridge site on both Co(0001) and Co3Pt(0001). The removal of O to form
H2O was easier on the Pt promoted Co surface compared to the unpromoted Co surface.
The lower activation barrier was attributed to the change in the electronic structure of CO
surface by Pt promoter which changes the favorable adsorption sites on the surface. An
approximate micro-kinetic model was developed for the reaction and turn-over frequency
was calculated based on the activation barriers for the lowest energy pathway for the
stepped Co surface. A volcano plot was also developed based on the micro-kinetic model
and the turn-over frequency on the stepped Co surface suggested that Pt promoter
increased the rate of the reaction aiding the easy removal of O from the surface.
The influence of Pt and Ru promoters on C deposition on Co surface was
explored in detail. Different pathways for the formation of carbon compounds on
unpromoted and Pt and Ru promoted Co surfaces were studied using DFT to gain a
mechanistic understanding of the effect of promoters on these reactions. The barriers for
C-C and C-C-C coupling reactions were increased on both the promoted surfaces
suggesting that C chain formation will be reduced by the promoters. The promoters did
not have a significant effect on the subsurface C diffusion. However, the barriers for CC/C-C-C formation was lower than the barrier for subsurface C diffusion suggesting that
subsurface diffusion could occur at low C coverages. The promoters also had lower
barriers for C-H formation indicating that the formation of other FTS products could also
be affected by promoters. The stability of the finite and infinite C structures on Pt
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promoted surface and the larger C structures on Ru promoted surface were lower than on
the unpromoted surface. Also, C structures on the Pt promoted surface were less stable
than the C structures on the Ru promoted surface suggesting that Pt promoter would be
better than Ru promoter to prevent C deposition on Co catalyst. These results indicate
that Pt and Ru promoted Co surfaces would decrease C formation and C compound
formation on the Co surface.
The effect of Pt promoter on CO activation pathway of FTS was studied on
stepped Co surface. Stepped Co surface and Pt promoted stepped Co surface have high
barriers for direct CO dissociation. H2 dissociation has lower barrier on both the
unpromoted and Pt promoted surfaces suggesting that hydrogenation of CO would occur
more easily than direct CO dissociation. CO hydrogenation was found to occur via HCO
formation on both the surfaces. Pt promoter lowered the barrier for both the
hydrogenation steps suggesting that Pt promoter would increase the CO hydrogenation
rate of Co catalyst.
Various mechanisms of CO oxidation on bulk CoO(100) surface was explored to
determine the most plausible one. DFT+U calculations indicated that CO oxidation on
CoO takes place via a 2-step mechanism with barriers of 51.2 kJ/mol and 95.5 kJ/mol for
steps one and two respectively. In step-1 of the most plausible mechanism, CO reacts
with O2 molecule to form an intermediate OCO. In step-2, the intermediate desorbs to
form CO2 gas. The results were fund to be in agreement with the experiments with the
activation energy for step-2 larger than the energy for step-1. The activation barrier for
the CoO surface with the decreased lattice spacing was found to be lower than the
activation barrier for the surface with the normal lattice spacing. This suggested that
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activation energy would decrease with decrease in particle size in agreement with
experiments.
7.2. Future Work
This doctoral research discussed only a few aspects of the effect of promoters on
deactivation of Co catalyst. Preventing deactivation of catalysts could be beneficial for
extending the life of catalyst given the high cost of Co catalyst used for FTS. There are
still other deactivation modes which were not explored in this research like cobaltsupport interaction, sintering and poisoning. Future DFT studies on other deactivation
modes would help in designing a catalyst which would be resistant to all modes of
deactivation. This would help in reducing the overall cost of catalyst. Furthermore, this
research focused on Pt and Ru promoters. Studies on other transition metal promoters and
cheaper promoters like alkali can be done to test the resistance of such promoters to
various forms of deactivation.
To fully understand the effect of promoters on a catalyst it is necessary to
determine how it impacts various steps in the reaction mechanism. Promoters are known
to influence the catalytic pathways by altering the energetics of a particular pathway and
providing alternate routes for the reaction mechanism.140-142 Promoters alter the activation
barrier of various reaction steps making a promoted surface more or less favorable for the
formation of certain products. This could be beneficial in designing catalysts with better
activity and catalyst life. The research can be extended to study the selectivity of catalyst
in the presence of promoter which can aid in fine tuning of catalyst properties to produce
desired products. This research also provides a base to further study the use of other
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cheaper promoters like alkali metals to increase the catalyst activity, better selectivity and
catalyst life. A volcano type plot can be created with different promoters that can help
experimentalist to design an efficient catalyst according to the requirements.
FTS processes occur at high H2 coverages and DFT studies at high H2 coverages
are limited.174-176 The surface stable species was found to vary with the coverages of H2
and CO.174 The repulsions due to presence of high H2 coverage could affect the barriers
for FTS reactions. DFT studies of FTS mechanism at high H2 coverages can shed light
into the actual barriers observed in experiments. New pathways for FTS mechanism
could also be observed. In addition, FTS mechanism in the presence of different
promoters could also be studied at such high coverages.
CO oxidation mechanism studies on CoO surface paves the path for exploring
other catalysts for CO oxidation. Activation barriers of less than 100 kJ/mol were
observed on CoO surface. Surface modification of CoO like kinks or steps could lower
the activation barrier for CO oxidation. Also, addition of promoters to CoO or bimetallic
catalysts can also be explored. Such mechanistic studies could complement experiments
in searching for alternate catalysts to the expensive Pt catalyst widely used for CO
oxidation.
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APPENDIX A:
NOMENCLATURE

DFT

Density Functional Theory

FTS

Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis

CI-NEB

Climbing Image Nudged Elastic Band

VASP

Vienna Ab Initio Simulation package

TOF

Turn-over frequency

LDA

Local density approximation

GGA

Generalized gradient approximation

PW91

Perdew-Wang functional

PBE

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional

B88

Becke

LYP

Lee-Yang-Parr

US-PP

Ultrasoft pseudopotentials

MEP

Minimum energy path

BEP

Bronsted- Evans – Polanyi

MT

Multiply-twined

WP

Wulff-polyhedrons

∆HR

Enthalpy change of reactant

∆H

Overall enthalpy change for the reaction
Partial pressure of H2
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Partial pressure of H2O
Rate with desorption as rate determining step
Rate with adsorption as rate determining step
k1

Rate constant for adsorption

k2

Rate constant for desorption

K1

Standard equilibrium constant for adsorption

K2

Standard equilibrium constant for desorption

Keq

Overall standard equilibrium constant

KB

Boltzmann constant

T

Temperature

h

Planck’s constant

R

Gas constant
Entropy of H2 in gaseous phase
Entropy of H2O in gaseous phase
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APPENDIX C:
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND DERIVATION

C-1: Test Calculations
Testing calculations for the k-point sampling were done for the adsorption
energies of OH and H2O on the stepped surfaces. The differences in the adsorption
energies were found to be small. Thus, 5x2x1 k-point mesh would be sufficient enough
for the stepped surface.

Surface

Adsorption energy for k-point sampling
(eV)

Species

5x2x1

5x3x1

OH

3.958

3.976

H2O

0.599

0.594

OH

3.816

3.917

H2O

0.586

0.583

Co(0001)

Co3Pt(0001)

C-2: Total d-Band Center
Total d-band center is the average d-band center of all the atoms in the supercell
along with the adsorbates.
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C-3: Average d-Band Center
This is the average d-band center of the atoms on which the adsorbates are
adsorbed. For the Ohcp Hhcp Hhcp site, the d-band center is the average of the d-band
centers of the atoms in the three hcp sites (O (hcp1, hcp2, hcp3), H (hcp1, hcp2, hcp3), H
(hcp1, hcp2, hcp3)).
C-4: Adsorption Energy
Adsorption energies for the co-adsorbed species were calculated using the
formula.
EO, H, H = ESlab + EO + EH + EH - EO+H+H+Slab

(C.1)

EOH, H = ESlab + EOH + EH - EOH+H+Slab

(C.2)

C-5: Micro-Kinetic Model Derivation
C-5.1: Adsorption
H2 + * ↔ 2H*

(C.3)

O*(ads) + 2H*(ads) ↔ OH*(ads) + *

(C.4)

OH*(ads) + H*(ads) ↔ H2O*(ads) + *

(C.5)

H2O*↔ H2O + *

(C.6)

C-5.2: Multistep Desorption
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C-5.3: Single Desorption Step
O*(ads) + 2H*(ads) ↔ H2O(g) + *

(C.7)

C-5.4: Assumption
Multistep desorption is considered as single step desorption. Reactions in
equations C.4 to C.6 are considered as single step reaction as shown in equation C.7.
C-5.5: Rate Equation
Consider equilibrium coverage of oxygen and assuming it to be a constant for
derivation purpose.
(C.8)
The reversibility of step i is defined by,
∏

(C.9)

where
is the stoichiometric coefficient for the reactant (or product) j of step i
is the activity of the reactant (or product) j of step i
is the standard equilibrium constant.
For the forward reaction,
For irreversible reaction,

is between 0 and 1
approaches 0 and for reaction at quasi-equilibrium

approaches 1
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The net reaction rate of step i is expressed as,
(C.10)
and

are the forward and backward reaction rates of step i.

At steady state, r =

=

where

and

are the rates of adsorption and

desorption respectively.
(C.11)
(C.12)
(C.13)
(C.14)
Z1 and Z2 are reversibilities,
desorption,
desorption,

and
and

and

are the rate constants of adsorption and

are the standard equilibrium constants of adsorption and
are the partial pressures of H2 and H2O,

are the

coverages of O, intermediate H and free surface sites.
The overall reversibility is given by the product of reversibility of each step,
(C.15)
(C.16)
(C.17)
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is the overall standard equilibrium constant.
The total surface coverage is equal to one,
(C.18)
If r1 is rate limiting Z2 = 1; Z1 ≈ Ztot
(C.19)

(C.20)

√

(C.21)
√

(

)

(

)

(C.22)
√

(

)

If r2 is rate determining step Z1 = 1; Z2 ≈ Ztot
(C.23)

(C.24)

√

(C.25)
(

)
√

(

)

(C.26)
(

)
√
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is the rate constant for adsorption
is the reverse rate constant for adsorption
is the rate constant for desorption

is the reverse rate constant for desorption
(

)

(

)

is the standard equilibrium constant for

adsorption
is the standard equilibrium constant for

desorption
is the overall

standard equilibrium

constant
where

and

are the entropies of

enthalpies of H2, H2O and overall enthalpy,

,

,

and

and

are the

is the Gibbs free energy change and

,

are the activation energies as described in Figure 3.8.
(C.27)
(C.28)
(C.29)
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(

)

(C.30)

Rate of adsorption
√
(

)
(

)

Rate of desorption

(C.31)

(
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APPENDIX D:
ADDITIONAL TABLE AND FIGURES
Table D-1. Supercell and K-point sampling for the various carbon clusters.
C compound
Supercell
K-point sampling
Clusters containing one
C atom
Finite carbon clusters
with the number of C
atoms n = 2 to 8
Infinite carbon clusters
like chain, branched, C5
ring, C6 ring and 1ringtop
1ring-bridge , 2ringbridge
3ring-bridge, 4ringbridge

2x2

7x7x1

3x3

5x5x1

2x3

7x5x1

2x4

7x3x1

1x6

7x3x1

Graphene

2x2

7x7x1

Diffusion barriers from
hcp to fcc, to subsurface
and Activation barriers
for C-C, C-H, C-C-H
and C-C-C formations

2x2

5x5x1
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Hf

Hf_X

Hfh

Hfh_X

Fhf

Fhf_X

Linear

Linear_X

Branch4C

Branch4C_X

Linear-5C

Linear5C_X

Branch-5C

Branch5C_X

Ring-5C

Ring-5C_X

Ring-5C_Y

Ring-6C

Ring-6C_X

Ring6C_Y

Ring-8C_X

Ring-8C_Y

Figure D-1. Finite C clusters adsorbed on various sites on promoted Co surface (Yellow Co atom, Blue – Pt or Ru atom, Red – C atom).
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Inf-branch

Inf-branch_X

Inf-chain

Inf-ring-5C

Inf-ring-5C_X

Inf-ring-5C_Y

Inf-ring-6C

Inf-ring-6C_X

Inf-1-ring-bri

Inf-1-ring-bri_X

Inf-1-ring-top

Inf-1-ring-top_X

Figure D-2. Infinite C clusters adsorbed on various sites on promoted Co surface with up
to 1 six C ring (Yellow - Co atom, Blue – Pt or Ru atom, Red – C atom).
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Inf-2-ring-bri

Inf-2-ring-bri_X

Inf-3-ring-bri

Inf-3-ring-bri_X

Inf-3-ring-bri_Y

Inf-3-ring-bri_Z

Inf-4-ring-bri

Inf-4-ring-bri_X

Inf-4-ring-bri_Y

Figure D-3. Infinite C clusters adsorbed on various sites on promoted Co surface with 2,
3 and 4 – six C rings (Yellow - Co atom, Blue – Pt or Ru atom, Red – C atom).
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